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Executive Summary

Bike path in front Denver’s City and County Building.

Transit, walking and biking are critical components of a 21st century
transportation system in Colorado but have been underfunded for decades.
Without significant investments in transit, biking and pedestrian services and
infrastructure, Colorado will not be able to meet the demands and challenges of
our shifting demographics and growing population, and will miss out on the many
benefits transit, walking and biking provide.
Colorado needs to increase investments in transit, walking and biking by $1.05 billion dollars per year over
the next 25 years to ensure every Coloradan in our towns and cities experiences the multitude of benefits
that come from good access to adequate sidewalks, safe bicycle infrastructure including safe shoulders on
rural highways, and good transit service within cities as well as a comprehensive statewide, bus-based,
intercity transit system.
The benefits of this investment are immense. Transit,
walking, and biking are critical to increase the safety,
accessibility, and affordability of our transportation
system and reduce the negative impacts on our
health, local economy, environment and quality
of life from a mostly single-mode, car-oriented
transportation system.
Coloradans from all backgrounds and all parts of the
state will benefit whether it is a family in Denver who
can ride a bus to the ski areas; or an aging resident
of Craig who needs to get to a critical medical

appointment 100 miles away without a car; or for
a child in Greeley to safely walk to school; or for a
bicyclist in Longmont to commute to Boulder; or for
residents of Aurora to have access to employment
opportunities from Louisville to Highlands Ranch
riding fast and frequent bus rapid transit.
An increased investment in transit, biking and
walking can save a Coloradan thousands of dollars
each year by providing more affordable options for
travel and reducing the need to own a car. Expanded
and improved transit service combined with bike
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and walking investments increase the accessibility of
employment opportunities, schools, medical services,
grocery stores and entertainment for the nearly
10% of Coloradans of driving age who do not have
a driver’s license and the hundreds of thousands
of additional Coloradans who want to get around
without car.
Traveling as a pedestrian, bicyclist or transit rider
provides significant health benefits by reducing
air pollution like greenhouse gas emissions and
smog forming particulates. These modes of travel
also offer a way to combat obesity and improve
individual health by providing active transportation
options. Transit, walking, and biking can play a big
role in shorter trips of 3 miles or less, which make
up a majority of the total trips along the Colorado
Front Range.
Walkability, bikeability and transit-oriented areas
provide benefits to local businesses. Better pedestrian,
bicycle, and transit services and infrastructure are
critical tools for eliminating transportation-related
crashes and fatalities.
With 2.4 million more people pouring into Colorado
in the next 25 years, transit, biking and walking
are important transportation options to combat
congestion.

RTD

Finally, we need to increase investments in transit,

The D Line, part of RTD’s light-rail system.
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walking and biking because that is what Coloradans
say they want in polls and surveys, whether it is the
swelling Millennial population or the aging Baby
Boomers who are found not just in urban areas but in
rural communities across the state.
This will require a partnership between local, state
and federal government and the private sector to
both reallocate existing funds and generate new
money for multimodal transportation needs.

Transit, Biking and Walking
Investments Needed Over the
Next 25 Years
An additional $1.05 billion dollars per year in transit,
walking and biking builds a complete sidewalk system
in cities and towns across Colorado; brings intracity
bike infrastructure up to the standards of the best
communities in Colorado and adds regional bicycle
connections and safer biking options along rural
highway shoulders; and would bring good transit
service to the major Colorado population centers,
provide fare-free service in the Denver metro area,
complete over a dozen local bus rapid transit lines,
and build out a comprehensive statewide, intercity
transit system including dozens of buses from Denver
to ski areas and demand response bus service to meet
the growing rural transit needs.

$1.05 billion per year: Colorado needs to increase investment in transit,
bicycle, and pedestrian investments by $1.05 billion per year in the following ways:
$243.6 million per year for walking
infrastructure:
• $133.9 million to build the 6,000 miles of
missing sidewalks and to repair 8,600
miles of inadequate sidewalks in Colorado
urbanized areas
• $109.7 million to maintain the entire system

$229.5 million per year for bicycle
infrastructure:
• $100.8 million to bring the biking
infrastructure in every city up to the
standards of the best communities in
Colorado

• $113.1 million to increase the quality of cityrun transit services outside of the Denver
metro area including:
• $15 million per year in Colorado Springs
• $29.6 million per year in the North Front
Range including:
- $12.9 million in Fort Collins
- $2.7 million in Berthoud, Greeley-Evans
and Loveland
- $14 million for regional service
• $12 million per year in Pueblo
• $8 million per year in Mesa County

• $17.4 million to build regional bicycle routes
that connect cities and towns across the
state

• $36 million per year in the Intermountain
Transportation Planning Region (IMTPR)
encompassing Eagle, Garfield, Lake, Pitkin
and Summit Counties

• $100 million to ensure we have safe
shoulders on rural roads to allow safe bike
travel

• $12.5 million per year for the rest of the
smaller transit providers

• $11.3 million to expand bike share programs
to increase access to biking options

• $3.3 million in annual operating costs and $3
million in one-time capital costs to expand
Bustang, the statewide bus service

$573.6 million per year for transit,
including:
• $341.6 million for the Denver metro region
• $134.6 million to launch 14 bus rapid
transit (BRT) lines that provide efficient
and convenient cross community service
along some of the busiest corridors
• $20 million to complete the North Metro
Rail Line as well as the Central and
Southwest Rail Extensions
• $187 million to offer fare-free access to
RTD’s current services, increasing ridership
by 100 million trips.

• $25.6 million per year to provide recreational
bus service along the I-70 mountain corridor
including buses leaving for five different
destinations every 20 minutes during
weekends
• $17 million per year to provide BRT service
in managed lanes between Denver and Fort
Collins
• $43.2 million per year to meet the growing
rural regional transit needs including routes
from Lamar, from Walsenburg, from Greeley
along U.S. 85 and along the U.S. 40 corridor
in northwest Colorado
• $29.8 million per year to meet the growing
demand for specialized rural transit service
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Figure 1
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Additional Transit Investments
That Should Be Considered

Additional Transit Investments
That Could Be Considered

There are more transit investments that Colorado
decision makers should consider beyond the basic
$573.6 million in investments that Colorado needs.
These additional investments would increase transit
service even more and therefore offer the opportunity
to realize even bigger benefits.

If funding opportunities presented themselves, there
are two other major rail investments that Colorado
could consider. They will take significant more
capital, will likely need a more long-term approach,
and therefore are not included in the recommended
$573.6 million annual investment in this report.
However, these investments could offer increased
benefits to Coloradans and are worth considering.

Specifically, an additional $219 million per year over
the next 25 years could bring transit services in cities
across the state to an even higher level of service and
complete a commuter rail system along I-25:
• $59 million per year in additional local
transit service investment
- $56 million in Colorado Springs
- $3 million in Berthoud, Greeley-Evans and
Loveland.
• $1.2 billion ($48 million annually) to build
a commuter rail service along I-25 from
Denver to Fort Collins.
• $2.8 billion ($112 million annually) for a
commuter rail service between Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo1

The state could invest an additional $1.978 billion
per year over the next 25 years to build a rail line
connecting Denver to Longmont via Louisville and
Boulder and add high speed rail service along I-25
and I-70. Specifically:
• $1.3 billion total ($52 million annually) for
Northwest rail from Denver to Longmont
• $1.062 billion annually on high speed rail
service along the I-25 corridor2
• $864 million annually on high speed rail
service into the mountains connecting
Denver (and the I-25 high speed rail service)
with Summit County and Eagle County3

Figure 2. Additional Transit Investments for Consideration
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Policy Recommendations
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To meet the needs of transit, walking and biking in Colorado over the next 25 years, policy-makers
should:
 Ensure that existing state transportation funding is flexible, and can be used to address the
particular transportation needs of a corridor, rather than being arbitrarily limited to only one
mode of transportation. Currently, state law restricts the Colorado Department of
Transportation’s (CDOT) use of the vast majority of state transportation funding to highway and
road projects. In 2013 the legislature removed this restriction from cities and counties through
the passage of SB 13-048. The legislature should give the same flexibility to CDOT.

Policy Recommendations
To meet the needs of transit, walking and biking
in Colorado over the next 25 years, policy-makers
should:
Ensure that existing state transportation
funding is flexible and can be used to
address the particular transportation needs
of a corridor, rather than being arbitrarily
limited to only one mode of transportation.
Currently, state law restricts the Colorado
Department of Transportation’s (CDOT) use of
the vast majority of state transportation funding to
highway and road projects. In 2013, the legislature
removed this restriction from cities and counties
through the passage of SB 13-048. The legislature
should give the same flexibility to CDOT.
Require that toll revenues be used to
support transit service in the same
corridor. Increasingly, the state has turned
to toll lanes as both a way to finance highway
expansion and a way to manage congestion in
those lanes, by charging a higher toll during
congested periods. In order to make sure that
these projects serve all income ranges and
support Colorado’s multimodal needs, the state
should require that a portion of toll revenues be
invested in public transit in these corridors.
The state and every regional planning
partner should conduct the same level of
analysis to identify funding gaps for transit,
bicycle, and pedestrian infrastructure as
they do for roads and highways. The state
and the regional planning organizations currently
develop detailed projections of funding needs for
both maintenance and expansion of highways.
These plans don’t just show what can be done
with existing funding, but identify funding gaps.
This level of analysis should be fully extended to
transit, bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure.

New state funding sources for
transportation should be designed to
provide Coloradans with options to meet
the broad multimodal transportation
needs of our residents. While the state is not
solely responsible for transportation investment
– local and federal funding play a big role – it is
a crucial partner for implementing good public
transit, bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, in
addition to highways. In 2016, the two proposals
to increase state funding that received the most
attention were a proposal to issue $3.5 billion
in bonds and another to raise the state sales tax
by $670 million per year. Unfortunately, these
proposals provided either zero or minimal funding
for transit, walking or biking..
Colorado’s Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPOs) should use the
funding that comes to them to support
the broad range of multimodal needs.
MPOs such as the Denver Regional Council of
Governments (DRCOG), the Pikes Peak Council
of Governments and the North Front Range
MPO are the lead agencies for programming
how federal transportation funds get invested
in their regions. Many of these federal funding
streams are flexible dollars that can be used for
all modes of transportation. While some MPOs
have used this flexibility, others spend the vast
majority of flexible funds on roadway projects.
MPOs should more robustly fund multimodal
investments needed to serve their regions.
Cities and counties should adequately fund
sidewalks, safe crossings, and local bicycle
infrastructure, in addition to partnering
with transit agencies to provide adequate
transit to their residents. Local funds, typically
generated from sales taxes, property taxes and
fees on development, are an important source of
transportation dollars in Colorado.
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The Benefits of Transit, Biking & Walking
to Colorado’s Transportation System
Transit, walking, and biking bring immense benefits when prioritized
within a transportation system. They can increase affordability and accessibility,
improve health opportunities, reduce air pollution, provide economic benefits
to communities, reduce transportation-related crashes, injuries and deaths, and
increase the overall efficiency of our transportation system.

Increasing Affordability
and Accessibility
Combating High Housing Costs
For most households, transportation is the second
largest cost after housing.4 While the percent of
household income that is spent on transportation
varies depending on where you live, households in
auto-dependent communities can spend as much
as 25 percent of their household income on transportation versus 9 percent for a household that is
close to employment, shopping and other needs and
amenities (figure 3).5

FIGURE 3. Percent of Income Spent on
Transportation Based on Type of Place You Live
30%
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Source: Federal Highway Administration Livability Initiative6
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It is important to note that low-income households
can feel an even bigger financial squeeze from high
transportation costs because their overall household
income is lower, forcing them to forego other basic
needs. Therefore reducing transportation costs is a
particularly important and necessary public policy
strategy for low-income households.

Figure 4. Housing and Transportation Costs as a
Percent of Income for a Typical Household

Source – Citizens Budget Commission 12

The main cost driving transportation expenses is
owning and operating a vehicle. AAA’s annual “Your
Driving Costs” report estimates the annual cost
at $8,698 for the average American in 2015.7 The
significant cost of owning and operating a vehicle,
much less two or three in a household, explains
why the Federal Highway Administration reports
that a household can cut their total cost of housing
and transportation in half by living in a community
where they can reduce the number of cars they own
by one.8
Given the incredible savings that a family can realize by managing their transportation costs when options are available, it is possible that a family could
actually save money by living in a more expensive
home or apartment with access to biking, walking
and transit than in a less expensive home or apartment in a car-dependent community because they
can reduce or eliminate vehicle expenses. In fact,
when taking transportation costs and savings into
consideration many cities that are often viewed as
unaffordable like New York City and San Francisco,
can appear more affordable than sprawling cities
like Riverside, CA and Miami, FL due to the additional driving-related expenses.9
For low-income families, the same conclusions can
hold true. When you consider housing and transportation costs together, like the Citizens Budget Commission did in a 2014 report, the top five cities for
location affordability for low-income families (defined
as making half of the HUD area median) include
San Francisco (42%), Washington D.C. (43%), and
New York (47%), all cities with high housing costs.10
The bottom line: Low transportation costs can help
cities remain more affordable and help offset higher
housing costs.11
The data is particularly compelling when you reverse
the list. The five worst cities in terms of location affordability for low-income families are San Antonio (71%),

Riverside (71%), Jacksonville (64%), San Diego
(62%), and Phoenix (61%)—all car-reliant places
with high annual transportation costs, low transit
share and very few zero-vehicle households. Eric
Jaffe from the Atlantic’s CityLab concludes, “In the
case of San Antonio, the high cost of transportation
is enough to make the metro area unaffordable to
low-income families even though it’s the cheapest in
terms of annual rent.”13
Smart Growth America came to a similar conclusion
in a George Washington University School of Business report that compares the walkability of America’s largest metro areas to a social equity index that
they created.14 The social equity index combined the
costs of housing and transportation in the selected
metro areas.
Cities like New York and San Francisco, with high
walkability, also ranked high on the social equity
index despite residents having a larger percent of
their incomes going to housing costs because the
percent of income going to transportation costs was
lower than most cities and helped make up the difference.15 They also found those residents had better
access to jobs. Denver ranked 9th for both walk-
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ability and social equity, with slightly lower housing
costs than the other top cities but slightly higher
transportation costs.16
Colorado needs to pay particularly close attention to
this data because the state’s housing prices are not
only growing at a fast rate but many of the housing
markets in Colorado have experienced price increases locally. According to CoreLogic, home prices
in Colorado rose 9.8 percent between February 2014
and February 2015, the fastest rise in the country.17 A
study by Zillow in 2014 found that Denver-area rent
has skyrocketed so much that a renter would need to
make approximately 4.5 times the minimum wage to
afford a median-priced rental.18 In addition, Housing
Colorado, a nonprofit that advocates for affordable
housing, estimates that one in four renters in Colorado spend 50 percent or more on housing costs.19
With housing costs increasing in the state, it is good
public policy for Colorado to act to offset these
expenses by providing residents with a range of
low-cost transportation options that can make going
car-free or car-lite easier. In practice, this means providing residents with improved and expanded transit
options, increased investment in walking infrastructure, and expanded biking options that allow Coloradans to reduce transportation costs by reducing driving or foregoing car ownership. This is just as true in
rural areas as it is in urban areas, since transportation
costs can erode any savings a household gains from
living in an area with lower housing costs.

Increasing Accessibility to Employment
High individual transportation costs not only puts a
strain on a household’s budget, but it can also create
substantial barriers to employment. According to the
Leadership Conference Education Fund, “As jobs
move to auto-dependent suburbs, those without access
to cars—including low-income workers and people
with disabilities—lose out on employment opportunities. Many workers without access to a car spend hours
on multiple buses traveling to remote work places;
some are unable to get to these jobs at all.”20

Keeping Transit Affordable
While providing some level of transit service is good,
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transit fares and inadequate or inconvenient service
are barriers to accessibility. Typically, higher fares
make transit less affordable and fewer people use it.
For example, raising transit fares by 10% can lead to
a 3% decrease in transit ridership.21
Moreover, while some people have multiple transportation options and can choose to not use transit
if it becomes more expensive, some Coloradans are
transit-dependent and will be forced to pay the higher fares or forego making essential trips. Therefore,
just because people continue to choose to ride transit
after a fare increase does not mean it is affordable –
they may not have any other adequate option.
High transit fares mean more income goes to transportation at the expense of other needs or amenities.
To combat this challenge, many communities across
Colorado have made the decision to invest in farefree transit, including Summit County, Steamboat
Springs and the towns of Nederland, Lyons, and (for
local trips) the City of Longmont.

Keeping Transit Accessible
Unsafe or inaccessible bus stops and the areas
that lead from bus stops to final destinations, often
referred to as “first and final mile,” can also be a barrier to transit use. Since every transit user is a pedestrian or bicyclist at some part in their trip, focusing
dollars on walking and biking will enhance current
and future transit investments. For example, a Health
Impact Assessment conducted in southwest Adams
County found that over half of the blocks along a
20-block stretch of Federal Boulevard, that includes
two new RTD rail stations, lacked sidewalks.22 Motor
vehicle crashes along the corridor are not uncommon and a higher proportion result in injury when
compared to the rest of Adams County.23

Transit Provides Accessibility,
Especially in Rural Areas
While total ridership on transit in urban areas is
higher than in rural areas, transit provides a lifeline
for many people in rural parts of Colorado to get
to medical appointments, employment, groceries
and other needs and is an important tool to service
aging populations. Currently the rural population of

Colorado is set to grow from approximately 900,000
to 1.3 million by 2040, while the percentage of that
population over the age of 75 (the age at which
people typically require additional transportation
options) is set to grow to 11.4% or approximately
160,000 rural Coloradans.24 This number does not
take into account the people under the age of 75
who, because of a disability, income, health, or other
restrictions, are unable to drive a personal vehicle the
often long distances to get to necessary services.

Tackling Obesity and
Living A Healthier Life
While Colorado may be the healthiest state in the
nation that has not stopped our obesity rate from skyrocketing along with the rest of the country. In fact,
Colorado is more obese now (21 percent) than the
most obese state was in 1995, Mississippi (20 percent
in 1995 vs 35 percent in 2015).25
Active transportation, such as riding a bike, walking
or even taking transit, which almost always requires
some walking to get to and from the bus stop, can
be an impactful way to improve health by replacing
excessive travel in vehicles. For example, one study
of automobile commuters in Texas, published in the
American Journal of Preventive Medicine, found
that longer trips to and from work correlated with
various indicators of poor health including decreased cardiorespiratory fitness, increased weight,
high cholesterol, and elevated blood pressure.26 It
also found that commuters driving more than 15
miles each way were less likely to meet recommendations for “moderate to vigorous” physical activity
and were more likely to be obese.27
Just providing options can go a long way to increasing health. In Seattle, researchers found that every
5 percent increase in the overall level of walkability

A

5% increase in

walkability can create a

32%

Not All Improvements Take
Significant New Investments
This report focuses on the needs for
new investments in our transit, walking
and biking infrastructure and services.
But some major improvements can
be achieved without significant new
investments. For example, the lack of
real time location information for buses
and the need to purchase paper tickets
or passes, often at a physical location
that is nowhere near where you would
board or disembark a bus or train, lead
many people to opt-out of riding transit.
Infrequent or slow transit service and
poorly designed routes can remove
transit as a viable travel option too.
Technology has provided a number
of ways to break down these barriers,
creating real-time location mobile
apps, paperless ticketing options and
mobile-phone based transportation
like bikeshare and car-share programs
to fill in the first and final mile gaps.
Most transit agencies and cities are just
scratching the surface in fully realizing
the ridership benefits of these tools.
More also can be done to reconfigure
transit routes and shift services to
combat infrequent and inconvenient
operations. While some of this requires
increased funding, which is addressed
in the transit section below, some can
be done by better utilizing existing
funding. For example, in the 1990s,
Boulder County rebranded buses and
simplified bus routes with a redesigned
bus network, most of which required
simply spending existing money in
new ways. In less than a decade,
transit ridership quadrupled while the
population only grew by 13%.

increase in walking & biking
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is a corner store, which might carry more brands
of cigarettes than types of vegetables or fruit. Good
transit and biking options increase the distance they
can travel and can be the difference between having
healthy food options and necessary medical services,
or going without.

was associated with a 32 percent increase in minutes
of walking or biking and a reduction in Body Mass
Index.28
Another study in the American Journal of Preventive Medicine suggests that adding active transportation to your day is important even for people who fit
in time to exercise after work.29 An earlier study by
researchers at the University of Sydney’s School of
Public Health supports the thesis that leisure-time
exercise alone is often not enough to prevent obesity
and the authors recommend using active transportation like biking and walking for trips.30

Reducing Air Pollution and
Tackling Climate Change
Transit, walking and biking provide important tools
for reducing air pollution in the transportation sector
since car-generated pollutants have negative impacts
on our health and our environment.

Increasing Access to
Healthy Food and Services

According to a study by the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology’s Laboratory for Aviation and the Environment, emissions from road transportation cause
nearly 53,000 premature deaths a year.32

Investing in biking, walking and transit can also
break down barriers for people so they can access
healthy food and critical medical services, especially
for the 115,000 households in Colorado that have
no vehicle available.31 Too often, these Coloradans
live in areas where the only store they can walk to

In addition, the Colorado Greenhouse Inventory
Report found that in 2010 the transportation sector in Colorado accounted for 24% of the state’s

Figure 5. Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Source in Colorado34
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greenhouse emissions, the second-most of any sector,
contributing more than all of the greenhouse gases
emitted by residential, commercial and industrial
fuel use, and only slightly less than the total emissions
from all of the coal-fired power plants in the state.33
Not only do vehicles make a significant contribution
to climate change, which can also speed up the requisite chemical reactions that create smog, but they also
emit harmful pollutants that can lead to and exacerbate respiratory ailments like asthma and bronchitis,
and heighten the risk of life-threatening conditions
like cancer. According to the Union of Concerned
Scientists, in 2013, transportation contributed more
than half of the carbon monoxide and nitrogen
oxides, and almost a quarter of the hydrocarbons
emitted into our air.35
One example of a pollutant that harms Coloradans
and the environment is ground-level ozone pollution. Ozone, produced when vehicle emissions come
in contact with sunlight, contributes to asthma, lung
disease, and premature death, and is most dangerous
to children, teens and the elderly.36 Unfortunately, the
Denver metro area and the North Front Range are
currently out of attainment with the current federal
ozone pollution standard of 75 ppb (parts per billion), which is designed to protect public health. The
Environmental Protection Agency’s scientific advisory committee concluded that the level most protec-

tive of human health would be 60 ppb. Therefore,
the region should aim to not just meet but exceed the
federal standards.
The major contributors to ozone pollution are
emissions of Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) and Volatile
Organic compounds (VOCs). The Regional Air
Quality Council in Denver projects that in 2017,
32% of NOx emissions and 16% of VOC emissions
will be from on-road vehicles.37 While federal vehicle
standards are making cars cleaner over time and the
move towards electric vehicles will further help reduce pollution, transit, walking and biking will need
to play a big role.
Beyond just reducing overall pollutant totals, transit,
walking and biking can have a big impact in reducing pollution that disproportionately impacts specific
communities. Citing a Health Effects Institute study,
the American Lung Association points out that an
estimated 30 to 45 percent of the people in North
American cities live or work close enough to hightraffic roadways to experience significantly higher
levels of pollution. In addition, “poor and disadvantaged communities often bear a disproportionate
burden of transportation emissions because many
major transportation facilities (major highways, rail
yards, freight depots, and ports) are located in and
near their neighborhoods.”38
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Transit and smart land use can
save Colorado billions of dollars

Increasing Economic Vitality
As cities and towns have increasingly embraced the
need to become more walkable and bikeable, they
have experienced a positive impact on their economic
vitality. People for Bikes reports a number of success
stories across the country. For example, on Broadway
Street in Salt Lake City, they found that businesses
realized an increase in retail sales after they replaced
parking spots with protected bike lanes.39 Specifically,
the general street upgrade removed 30 percent of the
auto parking from nine blocks but improved crosswalks, sidewalks and added protected bike lanes.40 In
the first six months of the next year, retail sales were
up 8.8 percent over the first six months of the prior
year, compared to a 7 percent increase citywide.41
In addition, a recent Brookings Institute report found
that places with high walkability, on average, generate 80 percent more in retail sales as compared to a
place with fair walkability, holding household income
levels constant.42
These success stories lead employers to locate businesses in places that are walkable and bikeable.
This in turn changes travel patterns, providing an
economic boost to other businesses and residences
located not only near large employers but with easy
and safe multimodal access that makes the whole
area benefit from the overall walkability, bikeability
and transit-oriented infrastructure.
Beyond the immediate bottom line benefit that
employers and businesses are seeing from more
walkable, bikeable and transit-oriented communities,
multimodal-oriented communities provide greater
access to a wide range of destinations to residents
whether for employment, shopping areas, schools or
medical centers.
For years our planning and building strategies have
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Combing investments in transit with smart
growth strategies that locate jobs and
homes near transit lines can make the
whole region function better – and save
billions of dollars in public investment.
When DRCOG developed its Metro
Vision 2035 Plan, setting forth a 25-year
vision for land use and for transportation
investments, the region was not content
simply to project out current trends.
Instead, DRCOG developed alternative
scenarios to explore which approaches
would produce the most desirable
outcomes. This led to a scenario planning
effort that combined different land use
futures (some were more sprawling,
some focused development along
transit), and different transportation
futures (ranging from focusing most
investment on expanding highways to
focusing on transit). In each case, the
modelers assumed the same total growth
in population and in jobs. They ran these
scenarios through regional models that
predicted traffic levels, water use, air
quality impacts, access to employment,
and other impacts on the economy and
quality of life.
The results were striking. The scenario
that combined transit with transit-oriented
land use performed better on every single
metric that DRCOG looked at – lower
water use, less traffic congestion, better
access to jobs, and lower infrastructure
spending. This scenario needed $5 billion
less in regional spending on infrastructure
than the highway-oriented scenario, while
having less traffic congestion.45

Eric Fischer

Denver Metro Living Streets Initative

Pedestrian infrastructure in Denver; New York City49

focused on increasing vehicle travel speeds and
increasing the number of people that can drive
from point A to point B. But with limited space to
expand streets and add parking, especially in urban
areas, transit, biking, and walking provide greater
access to the jobs, shops, and residents that one can
reach, which in turn drives the economic vitality of
a community. This benefit is augmented when that
access allows households to reduce transportation
costs by foregoing owning a car.

we improve the safety of our transportation system
to save lives. Education of drivers, bicyclists and
pedestrians; continued development of safety features
in vehicles; and enforcement of current traffic laws
will all play a large role in reducing fatalities. Over
time, the movement towards autonomous vehicles
will likely help too. But this is not enough. Colorado
needs to change street designs and implement
new infrastructure to reach any vision of zero
transportation fatalities in the future.

Recent research for Colorado Springs’ transit
system found that the system reaps annual economic
benefits for the region of $5.4 million due to reduced
congestion, vehicle operating cost savings, reduced
emissions, fewer accidents, additional economic
activity and job creation.43

Sweden provides a guide to gauge how increased
transit, walking and biking can reduce fatalities.
Nicole Gelinas from the Manhattan Institute
observed that over the last 15 years Sweden has
reduced pedestrian deaths by 31% and overall traffic
deaths by 45%.48

The Roaring Fork Transportation Authority (serving
the corridor along Highway 82 and I-70 between
Aspen and Glenwood Springs) contributed $63.4
million in annual benefits from transit corresponding
to vehicle operating cost savings, reduced congestion,
avoided parking lot costs and the provision of access
to jobs for people without access to their own car.44

According to Gelinas, one key strategy was to
redesign streets so the priority is not on making
them faster for cars but safer for pedestrians. Some
of this comes from changing speed limits but a lot
of the strategy revolves around adding bike lanes,
pedestrian plazas and reconfiguring streets.

Reducing Crashes, Saving Lives
Investments to improve transit, walking and biking
options will be a good tool for reducing traffic crashes
and saving lives. In 2014, 32,675 people died from
motor vehicle crashes in the United States, with
488 deaths in Colorado.46 Of the 488 deaths, 63
pedestrians and 10 bicyclists died in vehicle crashes.47
With Colorado’s population set to grow by 2.4
million in the next 25 years, it is imperative that

New York City cut fatalities by a third since 2005
by employing a similar strategy. For example, they
focused on redesigning intersections that had the most
fatalities.50
A review of studies in the Crash Modification Factors
Clearinghouse website found that reducing mean
speed by 15% reduced fatal crashes by 44%.51

488
Number of traffic related deaths in Colorado last year.
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Aaron Schultz

Walk Denver

Problematic bus stops in Denver; Broomfield, CO.

Underinvesting in Colorado’s Transit,
Walking and Biking System for Years
One reason Colorado has so many unmet transit needs is that the state,
through the Colorado Department of Transportation, has historically invested very
little state money into transit. Colorado also spends very little state transportation
revenue on bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure.
The major source of state funding for the Colorado
Department of Transportation is the state gas tax,
which has not increased in over 20 years. Under current state law, this funding is limited to highway expenditures and cannot be used for transit.52 However,
nationwide, there are 20 states in which gas taxes are
used to support public transit.53
The only consistent state source of transit revenue in
Colorado is $15 million per year coming from vehicle
registration fees that was established as part of the
2009 FASTER state legislation. This is a fixed level of
funding, rather than a percentage of the total collected, so each year it declines in buying power due
to inflation. Compounding the published values for
the consumer price index in the Denver-Boulder area,
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the buying power of FASTER transit revenues has
declined by 13% since the legislation passed in 2009.54
In addition, FASTER authorized the state to use
toll revenues from a highway corridor to support all
transportation modes in that corridor. To date, the
state’s High Performance Transportation Enterprise
(HPTE), which administers toll lanes, has not spent
any toll revenues to support transit. The HPTE has
signed a Memo of Understanding (MOU) with local
governments along the U.S. 36 corridor committing
that transit will be eligible for funding from toll revenues once the revenue hits certain targets, but that
date is undetermined.
Besides FASTER, there are also temporary sources

Walk Denver

Walk Denver

Colorado has 8,600 miles of sidewalk in need of
repair, and 6,000 miles of missing sidewalk.

of state funds for transit. In 2009, the Legislature
passed SB 09-228 authorizing a transfer of up to
$200 million a year of funds from the general fund to
CDOT under certain conditions and requires that a
minimum of 10% be used for public transit.55 However, there has only been one year since 2009 that
the conditions have been met to allow the transfer
and future transfers are uncertain. The maximum
amount that this could generate for transit in a single
year is $20 million.
Compared to other states, the level of state support for
underinvesting.pdf

1

8/4/16

public transit in Colorado is one of the worst in the
country. In Colorado’s Statewide Transit Plan, CDOT
used information from the 2012 National Transit Database to compare Colorado’s state funding for both
capital and operating to the nation as a whole. For the
nation as a whole, including states that do not provide
any support for transit, states provide 26% of the operating costs for transit, and 12% of the capital costs.
In Colorado, in 2012 the state provided no operating
funding and 1% of transit capital funding. Since then,
investment in each has gone up but remains behind
other states.

8:35 PM

FIGURE 6 – 2012 State Investments in Transit Across the Country 56
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Richard Masoner

RTD

New free bus service along 17th and 18th
Streets in downtown Denver.

Transit, Walking and Biking: Necessary
Tools to Meet the Challenges of a Growing
and Changing Colorado
As one of the fastest growing states in the country, with significant increases in
Millennials and a large and aging Baby Boomer population, good transit, walking and
biking options will increasingly be necessary to meet our growing transportation
demand and to meet the changing travel trends of the overall population.

A Fast Growing Population
Between April 1, 2010 and July 1, 2015, Colorado’s
population grew by 8.5 percent, the fourth fastest out
of the 50 states and the District of Columbia. During
these 63 months, Colorado’s population grew from
a little over 5 million to just under 5.5 million.57 In
2015 alone, Colorado gained approximately 101,000
people, a growth rate second only to North Dakota.58
According to the Colorado State Demography
Office, Colorado’s population is projected to grow
to 7.9 million, or an additional 2.4 million people, in
the next 25 years.59
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Transit, Walking and Biking
Needed to Meet Demand
With a net growth of 2.4 million people in Colorado
in 25 years, providing robust transit, walking and
biking options will be critical. Research demonstrates
that building additional highway capacity – whether
by widening existing roads or building new thoroughfares – does not solve congestion, but rather creates
more traffic, in which more drivers spend more time
behind the wheel.60 A 2016 report by the CoPIRG
Foundation and Frontier Group highlighted numerous examples of highway widening projects around

FIGURE 7 – Congestion Levels on I-25 in South Denver 1998-2013

Source: Southwest Energy Efficiency Project

the country that failed to address congestion including the Katy Highway in Texas, which was expanded
to 26 lanes – the world’s widest highway – in 2012
but by 2014, 85 percent of commutes along that
highway took longer than they had in 2011.61
In Colorado, congestion along I-25 through south
Denver reached pre-construction congestion levels
within five years of completing the widening project
know as T-REX. The chart above shows the volume/capacity ratio, a common measure of congestion, on this section of I-25. The state spent $1.2 billion on this road widening, with no long-term benefit
in lowered congestion.
Congestion is already a problem for intercity trips
during peak periods and the congestion on interstates
like I-70 and I-25 are expected to get even worse with
the projected population expansion. The mountain
corridors already suffer capacity failure several weekends each year.
Since many of the 23,000 miles of highways in
Colorado are in mountain corridors, the cost of
expanding the footprint of these roads is significant.
For example, one CDOT study estimates it would
cost approximately $5 billion to add additional lanes
along I-70 from Golden to Vail.62

Given that traditional highway widening projects
are hugely expensive, especially in tight urban and
mountain corridors and can result in less efficient
flow of traffic, Colorado should not try to build its
way out of congestion by simply widening highways. Statewide investments in transit, biking and
walking will help provide the options to keep Coloradans moving.
The Colorado Department of Transportation
(CDOT) has begun to recognize the value and
benefits that transit, walking and biking provides
to our transportation system in Colorado. While
CDOT still spends the vast majority of its funding
on highways, it has re-written its mission to include
choice, mobility, travel management, and biking and
walking, as illustrated in figure 8 from a 2014 CDOT
presentation.

52% of Coloradans say that

want to live in a place where they
seldom need to use a car.
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Source: CDOT

FIGURE 8 – Colorado Department of Transportation’s Mission: Old versus New

Similarly, many cities in Colorado, from Denver’s urban core to the mountain towns, are also running out
of space to widen streets to accommodate more and
more cars. Local decision makers increasingly recognize that making communities more convenient and
safe to walk, bike or take transit is the more efficient

and cost effective way to accommodate increased
growth – both for residences and businesses.
The Cycling Promotion Fund captures the concept
of space related to different modes of travel in this
photograph:

The Space Related to Different Modes of Travel

Source: http://wearetraffic.org/node/7
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Colorado’s Not Just Growing;
Coloradans Are Changing
How They Travel
In addition to growing, Colorado’s demographics
are changing greatly and in ways that require
an increased role for transit, walking and biking.
For example, the state’s total senior population
is expected to see a significant increase. In 2000,
there were approximately 400,000 Coloradans
over the age of 65. By 2040, that number will be
1.5 million.63
As Baby Boomers age, they shift their travel
patterns. While they fueled the Driving Boom
of the late 20th century, now Baby Boomers are
showing an increased preference for riding transit,
walking, and biking. In 2014, the AARP Public
Policy Institute surveyed 4,500 Americans over
the age of 50 about their community needs. The
top two requests in that survey were a bus stop
within 1 mile or less of their house (50 percent)
and a grocery store within 1 mile of their house (47
percent). In addition, the survey found that they
ranked making streets more walkable and adding
transportation for older adults and those with
disabilities in their top five ways to improve their
community (along with parks, schools and police).64
Figure 9

Source: AARP Public Policy Institute

What Community Amenities Do
Older Adults Want Close To Home?

360,000 or 9.2% of
Coloradans of driving age do

not have a driver’s
license

Millennials are also flooding into the state. According to
the State Demography Office, between 2000 and 2010,
the age group that increased the most in Colorado was
10 to 35 year olds.65 Here in Colorado, the number
of Coloradans age 15-34 will swell from 1.4 million in
2010 to 2 million by 2040.66
The rise of the Millennials in Colorado is significant
because their behavior demonstrates that they will use
our transportation system in vastly different ways than it
was used in the 20th century when previous generations
were their age.
The well-documented shift by Millennials away
from driving their own cars as the primary mode of
transportation is more than temporary.67 Surveys of
Millennials’ consistently demonstrate a preference to
drive less and use modes like transit, walking and biking
more to get from point A to point B.68
The trend extends beyond Millennials. A 2014 Urban
Land Institute report found 52% of Coloradans say
that want to live in a place where they seldom need
to use a car.69 A year later, the Urban Land Institute
reported over half of Colorado residents call walkable
neighborhoods, with sidewalks, crosswalks and other
pedestrian-friendly features a top or high priority.70
While travel patterns are shifting, driver licensure rates
among both Americans under 19 and those 20 to 24
years old are declining significantly.71 In total, 360,000
or 9.2% of Coloradans of driving age do not have a
license and therefore need options to travel around their
community and the state.72
Since technology-enhanced transportation options are
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Surveys of Millennials’ consistently
demonstrate a preference to
drive less and use modes like
transit, walking and biking.

1.4 million
The number of Coloradans who will be
aged 15-34 by 2040.

projected to increase in the coming years, we are
only seeing the beginning of the impact of ride
share, bike share and multimodal phone apps that
make it increasingly easier to live a car-free or carlite lifestyle.
Another example of the changing transportation
desires by Coloradans can be seen in the recent
polling done for MPACT 64. MPACT 64 was a
broad statewide group convened between 2012
and 2014 to examine transportation funding. The
group included the Metropolitan Mayors Caucus,
Progressive 15, Action 22 and Club 20, representing a broad cross section of urban and rural
Colorado. MPACT 64 recommended that at a
minimum transportation funding should increase
by $650 million per year, with 33% or $214.5 million allocated for public transit.
As part of the MPACT 64 process, a statewide
poll was commissioned to better understand what
transportation investments Colorado’s voters believed
were most important. This poll, conducted in January
2014, asked voters to rank how important it is to
increase funding for a wide variety of improvements
to Colorado’s transportation system. As the following
chart shows, voters’ top priorities were Safe Routes to
School for children, and a variety of aspects of public
transportation, followed by bicycle and pedestrian
improvements.
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Isn’t driving returning to the
consistent increases seen from
1950-2000?
In January, the Federal Highway
Administration released 2014 data that
showed per-capita driving increased for the
first time in a decade and total VMT increased
for the third consecutive year. Therefore,
some have theorized that this proves that ten
years of reduced driving was a temporary
blip and travel patterns will return to the 20th
century “normal” of large annual increases.
However, Frontier Group demonstrates that a
deep dive into the data tells a different story.73
Per-capita driving is still well below the peak
reached in 2004 (6% lower) and below 1997
levels.74 In addition, these increases came
at a time of rock-bottom gas prices, ultralow interest rates, and looser lending terms
for new and used cars.75 This confluence
of factors is unlikely to be permanent and
as referenced in this section a number of
factors from shifting Millennial preferences
to technology are helping increase car-lite
lifestyles, thus indicating it is more likely that
driving levels will not return to 20th century
increases.

Over half of Colorado residents
call walkable neighborhoods,
with sidewalks, crosswalks and other
pedestrian-friendly features a top or

high priority.
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TABLE 1 – Coloradan’s Transportation Preferences, January 2014 MPACT 64 Poll

Very

Somewhat

Not very

Safe Routes To School programs to make it safe for kids to walk
or bike to school

53%

30%

16%

Transit for the elderly, people with disabilities, and those unable
to drive (asked in metro area)

50%

37%

22%

Transit for the elderly and disabled (asked in rural areas)

42%

41%

15%

Improved bus service accessing employment, shopping and
schools

42%

32%

28%

Completing FasTracks (asked in metro area)

40%

35%

24%

Bicycle and pedestrian projects such as bike lanes and paths,
underpasses, improved sidewalks, safer crosswalks

36%

36%

22%

Improved safety on rural roads, including the addition of turn
lanes and shoulders (asked in rural areas only)

32%

45%

22%

Local transportation projects selected by your county or
municipality

29%

49%

20%

Interregional transit service (asked in rural areas only)

27%

39%

31%

State road projects determined by the Colorado Transportation
Commission

22%

50%

28%

Many Trips Are Short and Easily
Replaced with Biking and Walking
Transit, walking, and biking are important tools to
meet the challenges of a growing population whose
travel patterns are shifting because many trips in
Colorado are short and can be easily replaced with
good transit, biking and walking.

FIGURE 10
Distance of Daily Trips in Front Range, 201178

26%
46%

Less than 1 mile
1-3 miles
Other

28%

In a 2011 study, residents of Colorado’s Front Range
made a total of 14 million trips every day - 3.2 million
were work related and the remaining 10.8 million trips
were to school, the grocery store, medical appointments, entertainment, etc. The study found that 26
percent of the trips (3.7 million) were less than one
mile in length. Another 28 percent of the trips (4.0
million) were between 1 and 3 miles.76 Yet only 6.7%
of trips were undertaken by walking or biking.77

For bike trips, Bikecitizens.net has an interactive map
for measuring the distance someone can bike in 5,
10, 15, and 30 minutes. Accordingly, an individual
should be able to bike 3 miles in 15 minutes and
therefore many of the 7.7 million trips that are under
3 miles could be made on a bicycle.80.

Since an average person can walk a mile in about 25
minutes, many of the 3.7 million trips of less than a

In Colorado, currently 1.3% of commuters (33,500
out of a total of 2,544,000) ride their bicycles to work

mile could be made by walking.79
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Bicycle Colorado

Bicycle Colorado and David Budd

and 3.0% walk to work (76,300).81 But communities across Colorado show that these rates can significantly increase. If the state as a whole reached
bike and pedestrian commuting levels currently
seen in Fort Collins (6.5% biking, 3.5% walking) or
Boulder (10.5% biking, 9.6 % walking), whose rates
could also improve, this would increase the number
of bicycle commuters to 254,000-514,000 assuming
2015 population numbers.82

TABLE 2
Bicycle and Pedestrian Commutes Statewide

Percent of
Bike and
Pedestrian

Number of Bike
and Pedestrian
Commuters

Current Level

4.3%

110,000

At Fort Collins Level

10.0%

254,000

At Boulder Level

20.2%

514,000

In Summary: The Benefits of Transit, Walking and Biking
In summary, investments and improvements in transit, walking and biking in Colorado can have tremendous
benefits and will help us meet a number of challenges. These investments will:
1. Increase the affordability of transportation
with potentially big implications on the cost
of living in a state with steeply increasing
housing costs.
2. Increase accessibility for all Coloradans
from urban cities to rural communities to
reach jobs, school, medical appointments,
grocery stores and other needs and
amenities.
3. Reduce the impact of pollution from our
transportation system on global climate
change and local health.
4. Increase opportunities for exercise via
active transportation and provide a great
tool for tackling our obesity epidemic.
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5. Enhance economic opportunities, especially
in dense urban areas.
6. Reduce traffic fatalities and improve overall
transportation safety.
7. Meet the demands of a growing state and
tackle congestion by giving Coloradans
options to travel without a car.
8. Provide the options that Coloradans are
increasingly demanding and relying on.
9. Provide an efficient option for the
approximately half of trips that are 3 miles
or less.

Self-driving Vehicles and the Future of Colorado
Big changes are coming to automobile technology. Some automakers are already adding
features such as adaptive cruise control and automated lane keeping, and major advances
are being made that will likely lead to the market introduction of vehicles that drive
themselves within the next few years. However, it will likely take many years for these to
achieve deep penetration into the market. For example, Navigant Research projects that it
will take until 2035 for self-driving vehicles to reach 75% of new vehicle sales.83
No one really knows what the impact of self-driving vehicles will be on driving. Some
analysts predict, at least in urban areas, that personal vehicle ownership will largely go
away and that people will instead access vehicles by using a cellphone app to hail a selfdriving car when they need one, paying by the trip and avoiding all of the costs associated
with car ownership. Under this scenario, total driving likely decreases – and the need for
parking lots is largely eliminated, allowing more housing and jobs within existing towns and
cities. Others believe that self-driving cars will make it easier to travel long distances and
will accelerate urban sprawl and total driving. It is possible that both of these trends will
exist in parallel.
One outcome is likely: The rise of self-driving cars are likely to reduce the need to expand
highways, even if total vehicle miles travelled increases, because the self-driving vehicles
will be able to travel in narrower lanes, travel more closely together, and will likely have
fewer crashes and associated congestion.
It is also likely that the underlying trends leading to greater demand for walkable and
bikeable communities will not be affected by the rise of self-driving cars, so the overall
needs identified in this report are unlikely to be changed.
There is debate about the implications for public transit. Generally, people believe that high
capacity transit like rail, bus rapid transit and regional bus service will be least affected, and
in fact may become more attractive due to the use of self-driving vehicles for first and final
mile connections to transit lines.
The impacts on the use of local bus service are much less clear. In some ways, self-driving
cars are like the paratransit services we see today – on-call vehicles ready to take you
where you need to go. Therefore, it is possible the bus service of today will not look like the
bus service of tomorrow. However, because local bus service does not require large capital
expenditures, and the lifetime of buses themselves is about a decade, investing in better
bus service over the next 25 years does not lock us into old infrastructure – we can provide
good bus service today, and then modify the service into the future.
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Figure 11
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Danny Katz

Danny Katz

Free bus service around town by the Black Hawk and Central
City Tramway.; Regional bike path in Eagle County.

A Vision for Colorado’s Transit, Walking
and Biking Investments
Given all the benefits to our health, environment, safety, affordability, and
accessibility of our transportation system, and the important role they play to meet
the growing and changing needs of our state, it is time for Colorado to significantly
expand investment in transit, walking and biking.
This report finds that Colorado needs to spend an
additional $1.05 billion dollars per year on transit,
biking and walking over the next 25 years to ensure
our transportation system is safe, accessible, affordable, and enhances the quality of life in Colorado.
That breaks down to:

The transit investment could rise to $219 million
per year if additional transit and commuter rail is
included and to $1.9 billion dollars per year if the
transit investment includes high speed rail along the
I-25 and I-70 corridors and the completion of a rail
line from Denver to Longmont via Louisville and
Boulder (FasTrack’s Northwest Rail line).

• $243.6 million for walking infrastructure
• $229.5 million per year for bicycle
infrastructure
• $573.6 million for transit infrastructure
with long distance connections provided
primarily with bus service.
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These calculations are based on surveys, studies, and
estimates that take into account the changing demographics of Colorado.

The Walking Needs in Colorado
Overall Capital Expense:
$243.6 million per year
• $133.9 million to build the 6,000 miles
of missing sidewalks and to repair 8,600
miles of inadequate sidewalks in Colorado
urbanized areas
• $109.7 million to maintain the entire system
Everyone is a pedestrian at some point.
Colorado needs a complete pedestrian network that
makes walking safe and easy for pedestrians, people
using wheelchairs and strollers. To meet this vision
will require everything from specific pedestrian
infrastructure like wide and protected sidewalks,
streets with crosswalks and pedestrian-friendly
intersections, and zoning and community designs
like compact, mixed-use development that provides
shopping, work and recreation within walking distance of residential areas.
Fundamentally, the basic building block of a pedestrian network that meets the needs of Colorado is
sidewalks.
Unfortunately, the sidewalks in many Colorado communities are inadequate. Some communities have
no sidewalks at all; some sidewalks end in the middle
of a block; some sidewalks exist but are narrower
than a wheelchair or stroller; and some sidewalks
are cracked and crumbling, creating a hazard for
pedestrians. In all of these instances, our incomplete
sidewalk system forces pedestrians onto streets to
continue walking to their destination or they stop
walking altogether.
Since walking is often required to get to and from
transit stops, the lack of adequate pedestrian infrastructure can undermine transit usage as well. In
addition, some pedestrian infrastructure also serves
as bicycle infrastructure, which, if inadequate, either
eliminates biking as a transportation option or pits
pedestrians and bicyclists against each other on dangerously narrow paths.
To understand the walking needs of Colorado over
the next 25 years, our analysis focuses primarily on

completing the sidewalk system in towns and cities
across Colorado including installing new sidewalks
to fill gaps and repairing existing sidewalks that are
crumbling and/or unusable. While it is also important to redesign communities and roads to be
pedestrian friendly, those specific expenses are not
in this study because the costs associated with those
types of improvements vary widely depending on
local circumstances. Therefore, our calculations are
conservative to gauge overall pedestrian needs. For
detailed methodology, see Appendix A on page 67.
To ensure Colorado has a complete sidewalk system,
our analysis concludes that we need to:
• Construct 6,000 new miles of sidewalks to
fill in the gaps that exist
• Repair and replace 8,600 miles of sidewalks
that have deteriorated, creating a safety
hazard and accessibility challenges.
The cost of building the new sidewalks and repairing and replacing the inadequate sidewalks would be
approximately $3,348,700,000 or $133.9 million
per year. This breaks down as:
• Construction of concrete sidewalk - $6.09
per square foot = $36.54 for one linear foot
of a 6 foot wide sidewalk
• Construction of curb and gutter - $34.64
per linear foot (assumed to be required
in 50 percent of the cases when a new
sidewalk is built).
We assumed an average sidewalk width of six
feet. Five feet is a common minimum standard, and
greater widths are recommended to allow two pedestrians to comfortably pass or walk side by side.
With this build out and upgrade, there would be
28,400 miles of sidewalk in Colorado. In order to
maintain a system of sidewalks this large it would
cost approximately - $109,726,000 per year.84
This is a conservative estimate of pedestrian infrastructure needs because it focuses exclusively on
sidewalks and does not include other infrastructure
such as enhanced pedestrian crossing treatments,
pedestrian signals, and pedestrian bridges. Therefore,
it should be assumed that communities will need to
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have additional funds to pay for these kinds of upgrades, the cost of which is often driven by the types
of investments already made in the street.
For example, a raised pedestrian crossing that
increases the safety for pedestrians crossing a fourlane street would cost tens of thousands of dollars.
However, if that four-lane street is widened to six or
even eight lanes, a pedestrian bridge may become
necessary so pedestrians have time to cross the street,
but would balloon the investment into the millions of
dollars.85 This is one more way that an imbalanced
transportation system can lead to higher costs for all
modes of travel.

The Biking Needs in Colorado
Overall Expense: $229.5 million per year
• $100.8 million to bring the biking
infrastructure in every city up to the
standards of the best communities in
Colorado
• $17.4 million to build regional bicycle routes
that connect cities and towns across the
state
• $100 million to ensure we have safe
shoulders on rural roads to allow safe bike
travel
• $11.3 million to expand bike share programs
to increase access to biking options
A complete bicycle network not only gives avid bicyclists safe and comfortable routes to get to where they
need to go, it needs to give anyone who could use a
bicycle a safe and comfortable way to travel. This
includes many types of infrastructure such as painted
bike lanes, protected bike lanes, wayfinding signage,
secure bike parking at destinations, better shoulders
on state highways, and bike-friendly intersections.
Over half of the daily trips made along the Front
Range are three miles or less, making biking a practical way to get around – if the infrastructure is there
to make biking convenient, safe and pleasant.86
In addition, Colorado could save money on transpor-
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tation through zoning and community development
decisions that allow residents easy access to shopping,
work and recreation, which would allow even more
daily needs to be met on bicycle.
Unfortunately, bicycle infrastructure across Colorado
is often inadequate including:
• Few protected or off-street bike paths
• Bike lanes often end unexpectedly and far from key
destinations (i.e. transit stops)
• Intersections create right turn traps and other
problems that can lead to vehicle-bicycle crashes
• Unclear or nonexistent wayfinding signage
directing bicyclists to the safest routes
The lack of adequate bike infrastructure forces some
bicyclists onto crowded roads with vehicles or to seek
out alternative paths like alleys, sidewalks and dirt
shoulders, which can create conflict with pedestrians
and dangerous encounters with cars. Moreover, for
many would-be bicyclists, these barriers to entry
discourage them from riding a bike all together. The
National Association of City Transportation Officials’ (NACTO) Urban Street Design Guide is a
great resource for understanding how streets can be
designed to be safer for bicycling.87
To understand and accommodate the biking needs of
Colorado over the next 25 years, we focused primarily on infrastructure that helps people bike between
common destinations including home, work, school,
shopping, and entertainment. While important for
quality of life and economic reasons, we did not
focus on infrastructure primarily used for recreational
bicycling, such as non-paved trails. Therefore, communities should seek to fund these kinds of upgrades
beyond the numbers presented in this report.

Current Unfunded Bike Requests
Indicate Sizable Need
Most communities and regions in Colorado do
not have enough money to fund all of the bicycle
infrastructure projects they have prioritized. This
is demonstrated by reviewing planning documents
like Bicycle Master Plans and funding applications
submitted to local MPOs or CDOT. Therefore the

projects that are unfunded by these agencies and
planning organizations provide an initial picture of
the unmet need in Colorado.
While not every project that goes unfunded deserves
funding, we know that many deserving projects are not
even proposed to the MPOs or CDOT because communities assume that there are limited resources available. Accordingly, these lists are just a starting point and
do not represent the full bike needs of a community.
In the Denver metro area, the Denver Regional
Council of Government’s (DRCOG) is the transportation planning organization responsible for allocating federal transportation funds amongst 56 member
governments. DRCOG’s Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) identifies all the projects receiving federal funding over a six-year period.

However, the total needs for new bike and pedestrian
projects by 2040 is estimated at $1.26 billion, leaving
$730 million of unfunded bike and pedestrian needs
in the region. This comes to an annual unmet demand of $29.2 million or $7.86 per person.89
The Mesa County Regional Transportation Plan
(2016 – 2040) identifies approximately $85 million
worth of bicycle projects with only $14 million
in expected funding, leaving an unmet need of
$71 million over the next 25 years. This results
in an annual unmet need of $2.8 million or
approximately $15.08 per person for that region.

Local governments and agencies apply for TIP
funding for a variety of projects (roadway, transit,
bike, pedestrian) and submitted projects are then
scored and ranked with the top scoring projects in
each category receiving funding. For DRCOG’s most
recent TIP, there was significantly more demand for
bicycle/pedestrian projects than there was funding.
For the years 2016 to 2021, there were $36.9 million of bicycle and bicycle/pedestrian projects that
received funding, however there was $111 million of
additional requests for bicycle and bicycle/pedestrian
projects that were not funded.88 Over the six years of
the TIP, this comes to an annual unmet funding
need of $18.5 million in the Denver metro area or
$5.93 per person.

The Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments, as
part of their Regional Non-Motorized Plan (part of
the Moving Forward 2040 Regional Transportation
Plan), identified bicycling corridors in their region
that should be priorities for future funding.90 The
plan identified 68 corridors and then prioritized
eleven of them based on ranking each corridor’s
mobility, connectivity, livability and deliverability.
Planning level cost estimates were then developed, although costs such as right of way were not included,
which could substantially increase a project’s cost,
making these estimates conservative. The average
estimated cost to implement projects on all eleven
corridors was $70.7 million. Over the 25 years of the
plan that results in $2.8 million in needs annually or $4.35 per capita. If the average cost of the
eleven prioritized projects ($6.4 million) was applied
to all 68 corridors this would result in $435 million
in needed funding. This would require the region to
invest $26.92 per person per year.

In DRCOG’s 2040 Regional Transportation Plan
(covering transportation projects from 2016 to 2040),
$530 million worth of bike and pedestrian projects
have been identified that have funding available.

Recognizing that investments in bicycling
infrastructure to support commuting and other
utilitarian (non-recreational) trips may be better
focused on more urban areas, we have applied these

TABLE 3 - Unmet Need for Bicycling Infrastructure Based on Projects Identified by MPOs92

Per Capita Annual Unmet
Demand

Annual Statewide Funding Based on Extrapolating to
Urbanized State Population (4,692,654)

DRCOG TIP

$5.93

$27.8 million

DRCOG RTP

$7.86

$36.8 million

Mesa County RTP

$15.08

$70.7 million

PPACG RTP (low)

$4.35

$20.4 million

PPACG RTP (high)

$26.92

$126.3 million
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values to the population living in Colorado’s urban
areas as defined by the 2010 census.91 This provides
an estimate of the statewide demand for bicycling
infrastructure might be.
While this approach provides an estimation of the
funding required to implement existing plans, it
does not provide the amount of funding required
to bring high quality bicycle infrastructure to every
urbanized area in the state because the state lacks
a comprehensive bike-needs inventory of every
community in Colorado.
Therefore, this report estimates the funding needs
using the following strategies:
1. An analysis of the per capita money spent
on bike infrastructure by some of the top biking
communities;
2. An analysis of additional unfunded
biking needs.

Current Needs Based on Leading
Communities’ Per Capita Spending:
$100.8 million/year
Looking at unfunded projects at the regional level
provides a data point; however it is incomplete.
Much of the planning and provision of bicycling
infrastructure takes place at a local level. Therefore,
in order to better estimate unmet need, we also
looked at what the top-ranked bicycle-friendly
communities in Colorado spend and extrapolated
their investments to the state’s urban areas.
Many municipalities in Colorado have adopted Bicycle
Master Plans and some of those include estimates
of how much funding is needed to realize plan
implementation. Aurora, Boulder, Denver, Durango,
Fort Collins, Greeley and Loveland are examples of
Colorado communities that provide details of what
bicycling infrastructure they hope to provide and how
much this level of infrastructure would cost. Because
these plans are for communities of varying size and
cover a different range of years, an effort was made
to compare apples to apples by calculating the annual
bike expenditure per person. For those plans which did
not specify a timeline, implementation was assumed
over a fifteen-year period.
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TABLE 4 - Bike Infrastructure Spending Based on
Bicycling Master Plans

Cost of Bicycle
Master Plan (full)
Implementation
(Millions of $)

Investment Per
Year per Capita

Aurora

$12.6**

$2.39

Boulder

$13.6

$22.07

Denver

$119.0**

$11.95

Durango

$15.2

$42.67

Fort Collins

$40.4*

$43.12

*Fort Collins and Loveland both provide a low and high
estimate of the costs. The average of the two is shown here.
** Implementation assumed over 15 years.
Among the larger municipalities in the state, Boulder,
Fort Collins, and Durango have made the largest
commitments to funding cycling infrastructure and
also have the highest level of bicycling in the state.
Currently, just over 10 percent of Boulder’s workers
commute by bicycle, 6.5 percent of Fort Collins’
commuters are cyclists, and 6.1 percent of Durango
commuters bike.93
Fort Collins and Boulder have also earned the
Platinum rating from the League of American
Bicyclists.94 Platinum is the highest possible
community rating and only five communities across
the US have earned this distinction.
In some smaller towns, the percent of commuters on
bikes is even higher, reaching as high as 15 percent in
Gunnison and 29 percent in Crested Butte.
In addition to the percent of commuters who bike,
three municipalities were able to provide data on past
expenditures for bicycling infrastructure. The City of
Durango has spent $3.5 million ($700,000 annually)
over the last five years on bicycle infrastructure.
That’s $39 per resident annually, which is in line with
what they have proposed in their bike master plan.
Between 2013 and 2016, the City of Longmont
spent $13.1 million or approximately $3.28 million
per year. With a population of 90,237, Longmont
has spent $36 per capita per year on bicycling
infrastructure.

Danny Katz

Bicycle Colorado

Bike lane in Fort Collins and path in Colorado Springs.

The City of Boulder was able to provide data for the
previous 11 years. Between 2005 and 2015, Boulder
annually spent between $668,000 and $3.9 million
on cycling infrastructure in the city, which translates
to between $7 and $37 per capita. Taking the
average of these 11 years shows an average annual
spending per capita of $25, which is in line with their
projected spending in the future.
Based on these investments by leading Colorado
cities, our analysis sets a goal of every Colorado
community investing $25 per capita per year in bike
infrastructure. That would require $100.8 million
in annual funding for all the urbanized
areas of the state, which comes to $2.5 billion
over the next 25 years.95
TABLE 5 – Investing $25 Per Person in Urbanized
Areas in Colorado

Annually

Total Over 25 Years

$100.8 million

$2.5 billion

To place these numbers in an international
perspective, in the Netherlands, where an estimated
30 percent of commuting trips are made by bicycle,
approximately $28 per person is spent on cycling
infrastructure annually.

Additional Areas for Bicycle Funding
Regional Connections:
$17.4 million per year
In addition to creating bicycle networks within
local municipalities, Colorado should also focus
on connecting communities via regional bike
infrastructure.
A recent example of regional bike infrastructure
is the U.S. 36 Bikeway, which provides an eighteen
mile separated bike path facility between Boulder
and Westminster, passing through or by Superior,
Louisville and Broomfield.96 This path, which
generally parallels the highway, cost $16.6 million
or 3.8 percent of the total U.S. 36 project cost of
$427 million.
In Colorado there are 628 miles of interstate
or freeways and expressways that are located in
urban areas (as identified by the Federal Highway
Administration).97 When CDOT and the local
jurisdictions are considering these roadways for
expansion or major reconstruction, the feasibility of
adjacent but separated bicycle and multi-use paths
should be examined. These paths may not be feasible
for all major highways due to right of way constraints
and other roads may already have some parallel biking
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infrastructure Applying the per mile costs of the U.S.
36 Bikeway to 75% of the state and federal roadways
in urban areas (471 miles) yields an estimated cost of
$434 million or an annual investment of $17.4
million over the next 25 years.

throughout the state. As of 2016, Denver, Boulder,
Fort Collins and Aspen have bike share programs.
A report by the Institute for Transportation and
Development Policy estimated that between 10
and 30 bikes per 1,000 residents are necessary for a
successful bike sharing program.100

Rural Shoulders: $100 million per year

The capital costs to set up a bike share can range
between $4,200 and $5,400 per bike.101 Taking the
midpoint of these ranges (20 bikes per 1,000 people
and $4,800 per bike) and applying them to the
populations of the largest and most bike-friendly
cities in the state not already served by a bike share
program would result in startup capital costs of
$205 million.102 Annual operating and maintenance
costs of $150 per bike would mean an additional
expenditure of $6.3 million. Spreading this cost over
25 years results in annual funding needs of $8.2
million of capital costs and an average operating cost
of $3.1 million.103

In rural parts of the state, the addition or expansion
of shoulders along highways is a good way to
accommodate bicyclists and improve safety for
pedestrians, motorists, and farmers, especially when
vehicles travel at higher speeds. In 2012, CDOT
estimated that the cost to widen shoulders (along with
other safety improvements) on all rural highways
would cost $100 million annually, or $2.5 billion
over 25 years. 98
Rural parts of the state could also benefit from
investment in other types of cycling infrastructure,
such as designated bike paths, but we do not have
sufficient data to make estimates of what level of
investment would be necessary.

The Transit Needs of Colorado
Overall Expense: $573.6 million per year

Bikeshare Expansion:
$11.3 million per year
While improving roads and multi-use trails is the
primary focus of improving cycling infrastructure,
another important program that increases the
feasibility of using bicycles for more trips is
expanding bicycle sharing programs in municipalities

Denver Bicycle
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Colorado needs to spend $573.6 million annually to
bring good transit service to the major Colorado population centers, provide fare-free service in the Denver
metro area, complete over a dozen local bus rapid
transit lines, and build out a comprehensive statewide
intercity transit system including dozens of buses from
Denver to the ski areas and demand response bus
service to meet the growing rural transit needs.

Figure 12 - Annual Bike Funding By Category

Colorado needs to increase investment in transit by
$573.6 million per year in the following ways:
• $341.6 million per year for the Denver
metro region’s transit:
• $134.6 million per year to launch 14 bus
rapid transit (BRT) lines that provide
efficient and convenient cross community
service along some of the busiest
corridors
• $20 million per year to complete the
North Metro Rail Line as well as the
Central and Southwest Rail Extensions
• $187 million per year to offer farefree access to RTD’s current services,
increasing ridership by 100 million trips
• $113.1 million per year to increase the
quality of city-run transit services outside of
the Denver metro area including:
• $15 million per year in Colorado Springs
• $29.6 million per year in the North Front
Range including:
- $12.9 million in Fort Collins
- $2.7 million in Berthoud, GreeleyEvans and Loveland
- $14 million for regional service

• $8 million per year in Mesa County
• $36 million per year in the Intermountain
Transportation Planning Region (IMTPR)
encompassing Eagle, Garfield, Lake,
Pitkin and Summit Counties
• $12.5 million per year for the rest of the
smaller transit providers.
• $3.3 million per year in annual operating
costs and $3 million in one-time capital
costs to expand Bustang, the statewide bus
service
• $25.6 million per year to provide
recreational bus service along the I-70
mountain corridor including buses leaving
for five different destinations every 20
minutes during weekends
• $17 million per year to provide BRT service
in managed lanes between Denver and Fort
Collins
• $43.2 million per year to meet the growing
rural regional transit needs including routes
from Lamar, from Walsenburg, from Greeley
along U.S. 85 and along the U.S. 40 corridor
in northwest Colorado
• $29.8 million to meet the growing demand
for specialized rural transit service.

• $12 million per year in Pueblo

FIGURE 13 – Increases in Annual Transit Funding (excluding major rail and high speed rail projects)
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Additional Transit Investments
That Should Be Considered

Additional Transit Investments
That Could Be Considered

There are more transit investments that Colorado
decision makers should consider beyond the basic
$573.6 million in investments that Colorado needs.
These additional investments would increase transit
service even more and therefore offer the opportunity
to realize even bigger benefits.

If funding opportunities presented themselves, there
are two major rail investments that Colorado could
consider. They will take significant more capital, will
likely need a more long-term approach, and therefore
are not included in the recommended $573.6
million annual investment in this report. However,
these investments could offer increased benefits to
Coloradans and are worth considering.

Specifically, an additional $219 million per
year over the next 25 years could bring
transit services in cities across the state to
an even higher level of service and complete a
commuter rail system along I-25:
• $59 million per year in additional local
transit service investment
• $56 million in Colorado Springs
• $3 million in Berthoud, Greeley-Evans
and Loveland.
• $1.2 billion ($48 million annually) to build
a commuter rail service along I-25 from
Denver to Fort Collins.
• $2.8 billion ($112 million annually) for a
commuter rail service between Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo.104

The state could invest an additional $1.978
billion per year over the next 25 years to build
a rail line connecting Denver to Longmont via
Louisville and Boulder and add high speed rail
service along I-25 and I-70. Specifically:
• $1.3 billion total ($52 million annually) for
Northwest rail from Denver to Longmont
• $1.062 billion annually on high speed rail
service along the I-25 corridor
• $864 million annually on high speed rail
service into the mountains connecting
Denver (and the I-25 high speed rail service)
with Summit County and Eagle County.

Figure 14 - Additional Transit Investments for Consideration
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Bus stop in Colorado Springs.

Local Transit Service
A complete transit system that provides affordable,
efficient and accessible service to get between
residences and shopping, school, medical services,
work, grocery stores, and other needs and amenities,
requires a number of key elements.
1. Service that connects people to all the places
they need to go
2. Frequent and fast travel times that are
competitive with cars

a more widespread challenge is service that is too
infrequent or slow.
The level of investment in local transit service
varies among communities across Colorado. The
best service tends to be in the central Denver metro
area, university towns such as Fort Collins, and in
mountain resort areas. Many rural communities
struggle to provide trips beyond the basic lifeline
and medical services for elderly and those with
disabilities.

6. Land use patterns that ensure housing and jobs
are accessible along transit lines.

Most communities have a hard time providing
first and final mile connections to transit stops and
stations too. Bus stops can be unsafe and unpleasant
– sometimes just a dirt patch right next to a road
without even a sidewalk or concrete pad. The use
of technology like paperless ticketing or real-time
bus information are in their infancy and regional
and statewide bus service is in the earliest stages of
meeting the needs of communities across the state.
Outside of the Denver metro area, rail is still in
conceptual stages.

Based on these criteria, there are significant parts of
the state that do not have adequate transit service.
While some communities lack any transit service,

According to data from the 2015 State Transit Plan
there is wide variation in the annual investment in
transit and the ridership across the state.105

3. Affordable fares, especially for lower and
moderate-income travelers
4. Safe stops and stations with safe and pleasant
ways for people to walk or bike to the stops
5. Appropriate service for passengers who are
either elderly, have physical or cognitive
disabilities or both
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Table 6 – Statewide Investment and Ridership of Select Colorado Communities

Annual operating
cost(millions)

Annual
boardings

Population
served

Per capita
boardings

Per capita
investment

Colorado
Springs

$17.15

2,930,118

559,409

5.2

$31

Fort Collins

$8.3

2,306,969

143,986

16.0

$58

Loveland

$1.06

142,172

60,000

2.4

$18

Mesa County

$3.5

1,028,430

120,000

8.6

$29

Greeley

$2.7

538,143

93,000

5.8

$29

Pueblo

$4.7

1,134,984

105,000

10.8

$45

RTD (Denver)

$416

98,518,888

2,619,000

37.6

$159

Transit Levels of Investment
As the chart above shows, there is a strong correlation between levels of investment in a local
transit system and the ridership on the system. As described in Appendix B, we group systems
based on whether the community makes VERY LOW, LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH levels of investment
in transit service and identify the costs for communities to improve their transit service.

Denver Metro Area Local Transit Needs
• $341.6 per year for the Denver metro
region’s transit:
• $134.6 million per year to launch 14
bus rapid transit (BRT) lines that
provide efficient and convenient cross
community service along some of the
busiest corridors

If additional money was available, an additional $52
million could be invested per year to complete the
Northwest Rail Line.

• $20 million per year to complete the
North Metro Rail Line as well as the
Central and Southwest Rail Extensions

FasTracks Completion:

• $187 million per year to offer farefree access to RTD’s current services,
increasing ridership by 100 million trips

• $20 million annually total to complete
the North Line, Central Extension, and
Southeast Extension ($500 million total
over 25 years)

While the Denver metro area has done more to
implement transit than any other part of the state,
it still has significant areas that need improvement
including completing the regional rail network,
adding bus rapid transit into major corridors,
expanding bus service, and maximizing ridership.
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Over the next 25 years, $341.6 million needs to
be invested per year in transit to complete three
currently unfunded rail lines, launch 14 BRT lines in
some of the busiest corridors and increase ridership
on the RTD transit system by 100 million trips by
offering fare-free access.

• $72 million annually to complete Northwest
Rail Line along with the North Line, Central
Extension and Southeast Extension ($1.8
billion total over 25 years)
The Regional Transportation District (RTD) began
building out a rapid transit system in the late 1990s

connecting central Denver with the region’s suburban
communities, starting with the Southwest Light Rail
Line, followed by the Southeast Line. In 2004, voters
approved FasTracks, which added additional light
rail, commuter rail and bus rapid transit lines. While
much of the system will be built and operating by
2018, there is not enough revenue to complete it.
There are four major elements that RTD currently
projects it will not have enough revenue to complete
by 2040 – the Northwest Rail Line past Westminster;
the North Metro Rail Line north of 122nd Ave; and
the Central and Southwest Rail Extensions.
DRCOG estimates that the funding gap, in
2015 dollars, is $1.6 billion.106 RTD is currently
updating these estimates, and states that the cost
is likely between $1.77 billion and $1.88 billion.107
One of these corridors, the Northwest Rail Line,

may be problematic, with right of way owned
by a private railway company and relatively low
projected ridership. The capital cost for Northwest
Rail is approximately $1.3 billion. If Northwest
Rail is removed, the deficit for the other lines is
approximately $500 million or $20 million
per year.108
Completing FasTracks would also bring annual
operating costs. RTD estimates approximately $23
million for Northwest Rail; the operating costs for
the extensions will be much lower. Some portion of
operating would be covered by fares and it is also
likely that the growth in sales tax over time in RTD’s
FasTracks sales tax of 0.4% would be able to absorb
the operating costs, so we only show capital costs in
the table below.

TABLE 7 – Additional Costs of Completing FasTracks

Northwest Rail

$ 1.3 billion

Completion of North Metro Rail

$ 200-250 million

Central Rail Extension

$ 120-130 million

Southwest Rail Extension

$ 150-200 million

Total

$1.77-1.88 billion

Total without Northwest Rail

$470-580 million

In the overall summation of needs in this report we
show Northwest Rail as a possible investment but
do not include it in our estimate of the immediate
transit needs due to its high cost and low projected
ridership. While Northwest Rail was included in
the 2004 FasTracks ballot issue, since that time the
projected costs have grown substantially and a robust
additional study has been completed on the potential
for Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) in the Northwest portion of the metro area. The Northwest Area Mobility
Study, conducted by the Regional Transportation
District and a consortium of local governments, identified a set of BRT improvements that are estimated
to cost about four times less than Northwest Rail,
while moving more than twice as many people. Thus,
we do not include Northwest Rail in the estimated
$573.6 million per year of needed statewide transit
investments but do include the new BRT costs.

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) in Denver:
• $134.6 million per yearto launch 14 new lines
($48.6 million in capital and $86 million in
operating)

Bus Rapid Transit
Travel patterns have shifted so that many trips take
place suburb to suburb, rather than commute trips
from the suburbs to central Denver. Bus rapid transit
or BRT can be an effective way to fill any gaps left by
the current FasTracks system with high quality transit
service, especially in the near future, where in most
cases population and employment densities are not
projected to be high enough to warrant additional
rail build out. In many cases, the urban corridors in
the most need could be retrofitted to add BRT at a
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RTD

The Flatiron Flyer service along U.S. 36 between Denver and Boulder

much lower cost than a streetcar or rail line.
BRT combines several elements to give bus riders
faster, more frequent, and more comfortable
service. The best BRT systems offer many of the
characteristics that we typically associate with
rail service. BRT service can be provided both on
highways linking communities and in the heart of
urban areas. The U.S. 36 BRT service between
Boulder and Denver, called Flatiron Flyer, which
opened in early 2016, and the VelociRFTA service
linking Glenwood Springs and Aspen are examples
of the former; the MAX BRT in Fort Collins is an
example of the latter.
The most important element of BRT is a right of
way that allows buses to travel faster than general
automobile traffic, giving a travel time advantage
to transit. This can be achieved in a variety of
ways. The best service will come from a dedicated
BRT right of way for the length of the corridor. For
example, the MAX BRT in Fort Collins operates on
an old rail right of way that has been converted into
a dedicated bus lane.
However, due to space limitations and the potential
high cost of expanding urban roadways, it may
not always be possible to create new capacity for
BRT lanes. Even without using new capacity, it is
possible to achieve meaningful travel time savings by
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incorporating BRT service into existing capacity in
the following ways:

• Operating in High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes
(U.S. 36 is an example)

• Operating on the shoulder of highways (often
only during peak periods)

• Operating in a physically separated median
• Using dedicated right of way for portions of a
corridor

• Using bidirectional lanes that share one lane for
both directions

• Using peak hour only lanes where BRT uses a

dedicated lane, but only during peak travel times
(this is planned for Colfax Avenue in Denver)

Other roadway modifications that BRT service can
incorporate to improve travel times over regular
traffic include:

• Transit “queue jump” lanes that allow buses to
bypass congestion at intersections

• Transit signal priority at signalized intersections
• Other elements of BRT service, which should
not be exclusive to BRT, may include:

• High service frequencies
• Pre-paid fares to speed up boarding

• Level boarding platforms and multiple doors to
speed up boarding

Figure 15: Fourteen New Bus Rapid Transit Routes
for the Denver Metro Area

• Branded service and visible, branded stations
• Real time bus arrival information
• First and Final mile connections, such as bike
share or car share services at stations.

Flatiron Flyer – The Denver Region’s
First Bus Rapid Transit Line
The Flatiron Flyer is the only BRT line built to
date within the Denver metro area. It operates in
a managed lane for the vast majority of the trip.
CDOT is contractually obligated to maintain bus
speeds in this lane – a minimum of 55 mph in most
of the corridor – so it is considerably faster to take
the bus than it is to drive in the general purpose lanes
during rush hour. The service is also frequent, with
buses once every six minutes on average during the
morning and afternoon peak periods. The Flatiron
Flyer opened in January 2016, and by the end of
March ridership had grown by almost 50 percent
compared to the previous bus service, from about
9,400 to 14,400 trips per day. It is currently projected
to keep growing to nearly 19,000 trips.

A Vision for Bus Rapid Transit in the
Denver Metro Region
There are a number of corridors that are excellent
candidates for BRT lines.
The Northwest Area Mobility (NAM) study identified
six additional BRT corridors in the NW portion of
the Denver metro area, at a cost of approximately
$300 million in capital costs. These lines would run
on arterial corridors linking the cities of Longmont,
Broomfield, Lafayette, Erie and Boulder and are
projected to carry nearly 29,000 trips per day.
In addition, DRCOG has identified potential
corridors for BRT along Alameda, Hampden,
Wadsworth, and C-470 and estimates these projects
will cost approximately $800 million in capital costs
in 2015 dollars.109
In addition, Denver has conducted an alternatives
analysis and selected BRT as the preferred approach

for Colfax Avenue/SH 40 through Denver, at a cost
of $115 million. This would dedicate one travel lane
in each direction to BRT service during the morning
and afternoon peak periods. The City of Denver
projects that this will shorten transit travel time by
11 minutes, carry over 40,000 people per day, and
increase access to 280,000 jobs and 50 schools.
Another potential corridor is SH 2 from Denver
to Brighton, which the North Area Transportation
Evaluation by RTD and local partners concluded is
the preferred approach.
There are other corridors in the Denver metro area
that are also appropriate for BRT. A 2014 analysis by
the Southwest Energy Efficiency Project identified 14
potential corridors, many of which we have already
mentioned as shown in the map above.110 RTD and
DRCOG will partner to conduct a regional BRT
planning-level analysis in 2017, which will identify the
highest priority corridors and approximate costs and
projected ridership. DRCOG has put a placeholder in
the 2040 regional plan, titled “next tier rapid transit”
of $800 million in capital costs in 2015 dollars. For the
purposes of this report, we use this as an estimate for
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the cost of the highest priority BRT corridors beyond
the NAMS and Colfax corridors.
The total capital costs for launching 14 new
bus rapid transit lines would be $48.6 million
per year.
Table 8 – Bus Rapid Transit Options in the Denver
Metro Area: Total capital costs

NAMS BRT corridors

(SH 119, SH7, SH 42, US 287,
South Boulder Road, 120th Ave)

$300 million

Colfax BRT

$115 million

DRCOG’s “Next tier” BRT

$800 million

Total

$1.215 billion over 25
years ($48.6 million
per year)

The corridors will also have operating expenses. The
Colfax alternatives assessment estimates an annual
operating cost of $13 million, while the NAMS study
estimates annual operating costs of approximately
$23 million. 111
No estimate is available on the operating cost
associated with the other BRT listed above. If you
assume a similar relationship between capital and
operating costs for these projects compared to the
others, operating costs would be about $50 million
per year. Some portion of the operating cost will
be covered by fares and some portion of it may be
fundable due to the growth of the sales tax base
in the existing RTD base funding of 0.6% sales
tax. RTD currently projects cash flow availability
beginning around 2027. However, this will also
need to be used for enhancements to the base bus
service in the region. Thus, unlike for the FasTracks
elements shown above, we assume that incremental
revenue is needed for the BRT operating costs.
An estimate of the operating costs associated
with these BRT lines is $86 million per year.

First and Last Mile Investments to
Maximize FasTracks and BRT
In addition to the costs of the transit lines themselves,
so-called first and final mile improvements are
important to make sure that there are convenient and
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safe ways for riders to get to and from the stations.
These often involve improvements to make the areas
surrounding stations more walkable and bikeable,
adding bike-sharing and bicycle storage, and local
bus service or shuttles to stations. In the future they
may include technology-enabled programs such as
autonomous vehicle shuttles.
A 2015 study by Walk Denver and Mile High
Connects identified pedestrian and bicycle
improvements as the highest priority for first and
final mile improvements.112 No comprehensive
study has identified the total funding needed for
first and final mile improvements. In this report we
do not separately identify a cost, but the estimates
in the biking and walking sections of this study
likely address a portion of first and final mile needs,
however money will likely be needed.

Fare Free RTD
• Total cost: $187 million per year ($160
million to replace farebox, $27 million for
added service)
The estimates in the previous section are based on
adopted plans and studies conducted by RTD and
DRCOG. In this section, we propose a new approach
that is not contained in any adopted plans but would
complement the Denver area’s transit investments by
vastly increasing ridership on existing and new bus
and rail lines.
One of the factors that affect public transit ridership
is the cost of a fare. It is a very different structure than
car ownership. When someone owns a car, they have
a large fixed cost (the cost of purchasing the vehicle)
and insurance costs that are usually unrelated to how
much the vehicle is driven. The only variable costs
that are visible to the driver are the costs of gas and
occasionally tolls or parking. Therefore the perceived
cost of the trip is usually lower than the actual cost.
By contrast, a transit rider has no fixed costs but has to
pay for every trip, which leads to a perception of high
costs. Transit riders (especially on local buses) are also,
on average, lower-income than the population as a
whole, so they are more price sensitive. 113 Thus, transit
fares can be a barrier to transit ridership especially if
people perceive transit as more expensive.

In the early 1990s, RTD created an “unlimited
access” transit pass program (EcoPass), where
every member of a population, such as employees
of a company or business district or students at a
university, receives a pass allowing them fare-free
access to public transit. Since then, there has been an
explosion in its usage.
Transit use tends to increase dramatically when
unlimited access pass programs are introduced – one
study found cases where transit ridership tripled after
a population was given access to transit passes.114
The higher ridership associated with these passes
can justify higher levels of transit service, which in
turn support higher levels of ridership – a virtuous
cycle instead of a vicious one. For example, when
the University of Colorado developed a transit pass
program in the early 1990s, the large increase in
ridership then convinced RTD to expand service with
routes such as the SKIP, which then led to still higher
ridership, which justified more service.115 Twenty years
later, CU student ridership is over six times higher
than before the pass program was created.
Transit pass programs also save individuals money
because they are bought in bulk by a group and
therefore tend to cost much less per person than an
individual transit pass would.
Transit pass programs are a cost effective tool to
maximize the use of existing transit service. Buses
run whether they are filled or not. So while more
people with transit passes increases the number of
people riding buses, they are often filling empty seats.
Therefore, doubling transit ridership by providing
fare-free passes does not mean you need to double
the amount of buses or routes.
Currently, the RTD EcoPass is primarily available
to employees of participating businesses or to
students at universities that participate in the college
pass program. There are a few broader programs
– the towns of Lyons and Nederland have created
community wide pass programs, a few neighborhoods
have programs where all neighborhood residents are
eligible, and in downtown Boulder parking revenues
are used to pay for EcoPasses for everyone who works
downtown. But the vast majority of residents in the
Denver metro region do not have access to one of
these community EcoPass programs.

Creating a region-wide transit pass program,
allowing everyone fare-free access to RTD’s bus and
rail system just by showing an ID via an “EcoPass
for all” type program, would approximately double
transit ridership.116 117
Because work trips are less responsive to fare changes
since a person who needs to get to work is more likely
to take the bus whatever the fare is, peak demand
would not go up as rapidly as total ridership, which
would result in much better use of existing transit
service by filling empty seats. In addition, fare-free
service vastly improves access for low-income residents.
The biggest cost of a fare-free system would be the
foregone fare revenue. In 2016, RTD’s total fare
revenue is budgeted at approximately $160 million
per year.118
In addition, there might be costs associated with new
service to meet some of the new trips, though as was
stated earlier, many of these new riders would fill
existing seats with no new service needed.
Without a detailed route-by-route analysis of the
likely ridership increases during peak and off-peak
periods it is difficult to estimate the level of new
service that would be required or the associated
costs. However, a community EcoPass feasibility
study conducted by Charlier and Associates and
Nelson Nygaard for the City of Boulder and Boulder
County provides an estimate.119 In their analysis, the
conclusion was that for a countywide EcoPass the
costs of additional service would be about 17% of
the lost revenue. If we apply that same percentage
here, the additional annual service costs would be
$27 million.
Thus, the total annual cost of a region-wide
fare-free pass program would be roughly
$187 million.
RTD currently provides about 100 million trips per
year, so we would anticipate around 100 million
new trips. Since the total cost is $187 million,
the cost per new trip would be only about $1.87 –
much lower than the cost per new trip from system
expansion. Note that adding 100 million trips per
year would bring the metro area to approximately 75
trips per capita.
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Small and Medium Size Cities
• Needed investment: $64.6 million per
year – brings each community up one level
of investment, and assures that every
community meets at least the LOW level
• Higher investment: $123.6 million per year
—brings every community up to a MEDIUM
level of investment

Colorado Springs
• Next tier of planned improvements: $6
million per year
• Raising from VERY LOW to LOW investment
level: $15 million per year
• Raising from VERY LOW to MEDIUM
investment level: $71 million per year
Colorado Springs is the second largest metropolitan
area in the state and their transit agency, Mountain
Metro Transit, operates as a division of the Colorado
Springs municipal government. Unfortunately,
service levels are constrained by limited funding. Per
capita funding for transit in Colorado Springs is 30
percent less than Pueblo, 50 percent less than Fort
Collins, and 80 percent less than in the Denver metro
area. The major sources of transportation funding
are federal funds, sales tax revenues from the Pikes
Peak Rural Transportation Authority, and an annual
allocation from the city.
In their 2040 Transit Plan, Colorado Springs
identified a set of peer cities including Madison,
Minneapolis/St Paul, Ann Arbor, Grand Rapids,
and Spokane. All of the peer cities made larger per
capita expenditures on transit, and have substantially
higher ridership. For example, Madison spends about
six times more ($104 per person each year) on transit,
and has per capita ridership that is seven times
higher than Colorado Springs.
In their 2040 Transit Plan, the city identifies a
set of improvements to bus service, with a cost of
$13.8 million per year.120 Approximately half of
this could be funded with revenue increases based
on anticipated growth of sales tax revenue, fares,
and federal funds, leaving an unmet need of $6
million per year.121
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Some of the issues identified in the 2040 plan include
the need for higher frequencies of service along
core routes, with a goal of daytime service every 15
minutes; improving connectivity among routes; and
enhanced service to major medical facilities and the
military bases.
The plan also identifies a long-term goal for higher
capacity service along key corridors such as Academy
Boulevard, Nevada Avenue, and Platte Avenue,
probably through enhanced bus or bus rapid transit.
There are no cost estimates given in the plan for
these high capacity transit services.
Another approach to identifying the funding
needs for transit in Colorado Springs is to look at
population and per capita cost numbers to estimate
what level of funding would be required to bring
Colorado Springs from the current VERY LOW
level of investment to a LOW or MEDIUM level
of investment. That is, if we look at the per capita
expenditures of $150 per year as MEDIUM and
$58 per year for LOW, we calculate the additional
expenditures that would be required for Colorado
Springs to achieve these same levels.
• Planned unfunded needs: approximately $6 million
per year
• LOW investment level $15 million per year
• MEDIUM investment level $71 million
per year

North Front Range, Including the cities
of Berthoud, Fort Collins, Greeley and
Loveland
• North Front Range Regional Bus Service:
$14 million per year for regional service
• Raising Fort Collins from LOW to MEDIUM
investment level $12.9 million per year
• Berthoud, Greeley-Evans, Loveland local
service:
• Raise from VERY LOW to LOW investment
level = $2.7 million per year
• Raise from VERY LOW to MEDIUM
investment level = $5.7 million per year

Source: TransFort

The cities and counties in the North Front Range
have seen not only some of the fastest growth in the
state, but in the country. Census data shows that
between July 2013 and July 2014, the Fort CollinsLoveland metro area was the 12th fastest growing
metro area in the country and Greeley was eighth.122
However, according to table 6, the North Front
Range cities, with the exception of Fort Collins,
have the lowest per capita expenditures on public
transit, and the lowest levels of ridership of the
larger urbanized areas. In addition, there is only
one regional bus route, the FLEX bus service that
connects Fort Collins to Longmont along U.S. 287
and offers some express service connecting Fort
Collins to Boulder.

area and Loveland, and between the Greeley/Evans
area and Denver, as well as additional service and
investment along the U.S. 287 corridor. This does not
include the cost of rail or BRT connecting to Denver.
• Fort Collins local service:
Raising Fort Collins from MEDIUM
investment level: $12.9 million per year
Fort Collins operates its transit system, TransFort,
as a division of the city. They have the highest per
capita transit ridership of any urbanized area in
Colorado outside of the RTD system. TransFort
has developed a strong local system, including the
MAX BRT line and a fare-free transit pass system for
Colorado State University students.

The North Front Range Metropolitan Planning
Organization has developed a number of scenarios
that look at expanding regional services between the
cities within a rather constrained level of potential
funding. Regional connections that should be studied
are additional service along U.S. 287 and new service
connecting Fort Collins, the Greeley/Evans area,
Loveland, and Denver.

The next phase of service expansion outlined in the
Transfort strategic operation plan includes “additional
transit growth in Fort Collins including longer service
hours and limited Sunday transit service, as well as
expansion of regional service to Denver, Boulder,
Berthoud, and Longmont. This phase assumes the
implementation of additional MAX services that
extend outside of the Mason Corridor and completes
the transition to a full grid network in Fort Collins.”123
Implementing this phase would bring their level of
investment up to MEDIUM.

The 2040 plan does set out several scenarios for
modestly expanding regional transit, with additional
costs up to approximately $14 million per year. This
would include bus service between Fort Collins and
the Greeley/Evans area, between the Greeley/Evans

The plan identifies a funding gap of $11.25 million
for local service and $2.4 million for regional service
to meet their vision (these are in 2009 dollars).124
In order to avoid double counting with the regional
needs identified by the North Front Range MPO, we

• North Front Range Regional Bus Service:
$14 million per year for regional service
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only include the local routes in this analysis.

Mesa County

Inflating the 2009 dollars to 2015, the annual cost
would be $12.9 million.

• Raise from a VERY LOW to a LOW/MEDIUM
level of investment= $8 million per year

• Berthoud, Greeley-Evans, Loveland local
service:
• Raise from a VERY LOW to LOW
investment level = $2.7 million per year
• Raise from a VERY LOW to MEDIUM
investment level = $5.7 million per year
The transit service for the rest of the urbanized areas
of the North Front Range is currently funded at a
VERY LOW level. Given the lack of detailed plans
available, we use the population and per capita cost
estimates to project the level required to bring the
investment to LOW or MEDIUM.
Since the current per capita ridership in Berthoud
is less than one trip per year and in Loveland is just
over two trips per year, either of these investment
levels (a LOW is projected to generate 20 trips per
capita per year, while MEDIUM is projected to
generate 40) would represent enormous increases in
transit ridership.

The long-range plan for Mesa County contains an
unfunded transit vision with $209 million of need (in
2014 dollars) over a 25 year period, or approximately
$8 million per year.126 This would likely raise Mesa
County to a level of investment of LOW/MEDIUM.
The plan envisions many elements including
increasing service frequency (currently once an
hour on most routes) first to 30 minutes then to 15
minutes, improving pedestrian access to bus stops,
and adding new service in areas such as Pear Park
and F1/2 Road.

Intermountain Transportation
Planning Region
• $29 million per year operating including
costs to maintain service
• $7 million per year capital

Their local long-range transportation plan discusses
two modest sets of unfunded improvements to their
transit system: expanding bus service to additional
times and expanding bus service to major activity
centers such as the University/Pueblo Mall and
Pueblo West and the Airport Industrial Park.125 The
unfunded vision plan includes rail service along I-25.

The Intermountain Transportation Planning Region
(IMTPR) encompasses Eagle, Garfield, Lake, Pitkin
and Summit Counties, containing most of the major
ski resorts in Colorado. Driven by the demands of
commuting and tourism, the Intermountain TPR
boasts some of the state’s most well-developed transit
systems. Although designated in federal statute
as “rural,” these systems provide levels of service
typically seen in urban communities so we include
this region in our analysis of urban systems. The
largest transit system in the IMTPR is the Roaring
Fork Transportation Authority (RFTA) but there
are also substantial systems in Eagle County (ECO
Transit) and in Summit County (the Summit Stage),
as well as several municipal systems. Collectively, they
provide 13.5 million trips per year.

We estimate an investment of $12 million per year
would bring transit service up to a MEDIUM
investment level, based on multiplying the population
of Pueblo by the difference in per capita transit
expenditures in Pueblo and in communities reaching
this level of investment and ridership.

This region is facing significant funding challenges
just to maintain current levels of service. Many costs
are higher in the mountains, leading to operating
costs that are growing faster than revenues. Currently,
the region predicts that annual operating expenses
will exceed revenues by $25 million by 2020.127

Pueblo
• Raise from VERY LOW investment to
MEDIUM investment: $12 million per year

In order to improve services, the IMTPR projects
a need for $86 million in capital expenditures for
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bus stations, park-n-rides and other facilities over a
12-year time horizon, or approximately $7 million
per year. They also project a need for approximately
$4 million per year in increased bus service linking
communities across the region.
The IMTPR also projects a need for approximately
$20 million in bicycle and pedestrian improvements
to support first and final mile connections to transit
over the next six years, or about $3 million per year.
For the purposes of this report, we do not include
the bicycle and pedestrian improvements, assuming
that these would be included in the additional
bicycle and pedestrian needs identified in those
sections of this report.

Smaller Transit Systems:
$12.5 million per year
There are many more transit systems in small
communities across the state including Montrose,
Telluride, Durango, Cortez, Alamosa, Trinidad,
Salida and Steamboat Springs, as well as
communities launching new service like Winter Park.
Assuming an investment of $150 per capita to move
transit to MEDIUM service levels we calculate a cost
of $12.5 million per year.128

First and Final Mile Connections
The expansion of transit service (like the buildout of the FasTracks system in the Denver metro
area or the VelociRFTA and MAX BRT in the Roaring Fork Valley and Fort Collins respectively
or the Bustang statewide bus service) is only the beginning of developing a successful and
sustainable transportation system. First and Final mile connections (FFM) play an integral role in
getting people from their home to transit stops and then to their final destination. To encourage
people to walk and bike rather than driving their own car to get to a transit stop, adequate and
attractive pedestrian and biking infrastructure needs to be in place. Areas lacking sidewalks,
bike routes, or safe crossings for pedestrians and cyclists are unlikely to encourage potential
transit riders. FFMs serve a critical role in making transit service accessible to those populations
(disabled, low-income, youth, elderly) who lack access to a personal vehicle. Ultimately,
improvements to FFMs will increase transit ridership and help maximize the benefits from the
investment in transit. In addition to improved bike and pedestrian connections, there are many
experiments across the country on how to effectively use services like Uber, Lyft, bike sharing
and car sharing to access transit stations.
Unfortunately, there has not been any systematic work done to evaluate the funding needed
across the state for FFM investments. For the purposes of this report, we assume that there will
be some overlap, where pedestrian and bicycle investments that we recommend will address
many FFM needs, and that the bus improvements we recommend will also help address FFM
gaps. However, this overlap is not comprehensive and is likely missing some investments
needed to address FFMs.
One recommendation we do offer is that any future BRT or rail planning efforts should
identify FFM needs in the planning process and should fund these as a part of the transit
project. Historically, at least in the RTD region, the transit projects have paid for the rail or
BRT investment, but FFM has been left as an unfunded afterthought for the surrounding local
government. This means that we make multi-billion dollar investments to create transit lines
that act as a backbone for an overall system but often do not make the much smaller FFM
investments that would maximize the investment through increased usage.
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Statewide Transit

services like Bustang to get to more distant points.129

Currently, Colorado lacks a comprehensive transit
system linking communities across the state. However,
there is a growing urgency to address inter-regional
transit, particularly on the congested corridors of I-25
along the Front Range and I-70 from Denver through
the mountains. At the very least, Colorado needs to
make the investments in the lower cost options of
providing high quality bus connections and should
consider additional investments in commuter rail and
high speed rail that bring additional benefits but also
have much higher costs.

Another type of service is Regional Bus Service,
which typically offers higher frequency, shorter
distance trips. Some regional services are designed
to serve specific markets such as resort employees or
those needing transportation to regional airports.
Other regional programs are designed to serve
people who need to access government services
and medical trips and designed to permit users
to complete the trip in one day. An example of a
regional provider is Eagle County Transit (ECO
Transit) providing services along the I-70 corridor
from Gypsum to Vail.

Regional and State Transit - Bus

The last type is Demand Response Service, which
provides service on an “on-demand” schedule. The
routes are not fixed and without a set schedule they
can pick people up and take them to where they
need to go in real time. This type of service makes
the most sense in less dense population centers where
fixed route service would not be efficient.

One of the quickest ways to improve regional and
statewide transit options is to ramp up bus service.
One type of regional transit is Intercity Bus Service,
which provides scheduled and reliable service to
more urban areas over long distances. It serves the
general public, can transport passengers’ baggage,
and makes meaningful connections with other transit

Calculating the demand for transit service between
communities depends on the size and density of

Colorado Department of Transportation, Statewide Intercity and Regional Bus Network Plan

FIGURE 16 – Transit Dependent Communities in Colorado Based on Density
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an area’s population and on the demographic and
economic characteristics of that population.

FIGURE 17 - expanding bustang

CDOT used data from the 2010 Census and the
2007 - 2011 American Community Survey (ACS) to
identify four potentially transit-dependent population
segments in Colorado:
1. Young Adults (age 18 to 34): college students,
enlisted military personnel and other young adults,
some of whom do not have access to an automobile.
Individuals in this age range often make up the bulk
of intercity and regional bus ridership.
2. Elderly (age 65 and above): advancing age
can mean diminished ability or desire to drive
(particularly on a long trip) and increased need for
regular trips to medical facilities.

2. Denver to Colorado Springs with stops along I-25
in Monument (nine services daily, weekday only)

3. Low Income: Coloradans living in poverty are
often precluded from owning or operating a car, or
have only one car per household, making longdistance trips impossible.

3. Denver to Glenwood Springs with stops along I-70
in Frisco, Vail and Eagle (one service daily)
Expanding Bustang service would be an easy way to
increase statewide connectivity.

4. Autoless households: More than 100,000
households in Colorado do not have a car and rely
on transit services.

One way to expand the service would be to extend
the existing routes to Grand Junction going west and
to Pueblo going south. Adding Grand Junction to the
I-70 route would add 180 miles for each roundtrip and
adding Pueblo would add 88 miles for each roundtrip.

Figure 16 indicates the density of transit-dependent
populations, overlaid with existing Intercity and
Regional Bus Services.

Operating costs for Bustang (at 2016 diesel prices)
are approximately $4.25 per mile so adding Grand
Junction and Pueblo would add $765 and $374 to
each respective route’s trip. Over the course of the
year this would increase operating costs by $195,000
for the Grand Junction section (365 operating days)
and $95,000 for the Pueblo corridor (255 operating
days). If we assume that three of the daily Denver
to Colorado Springs trips continue on to Pueblo
that would add a daily cost of $1,122. Over the
course of a year this would increase operating costs
by $286,000. Annualizing the one daily roundtrip
between Denver and Grand Junction would result in
additional operating costs of $279,000.

Bustang Expansion: $3.3 million per year in
annual operating costs and $3 million in onetime capital costs to expand Bustang
Bustang was launched in July 2015 by CDOT to
provide bus service between regions. Bustang has
provided more than 100,000 trips in the first year of
operation. Currently Bustang operates three routes:
1. Denver to Fort Collins with stops along I-25 in
Loveland and Windsor (five services daily and one
weekend CSU Ram Route)

Table 9 - Extending Current Bustang Routes

Extension

Additional Cost per
Round Trip

Number of Daily
Roundtrips

Total Cost for Extension

Glenwood Springs to Grand
Junction

$765

1

$279,000

Colorado Springs to Pueblo

$374

3

$286,000
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In addition to lengthening current routes, Bustang
could increase the frequency of its service and
offer more trips on the weekends. The table below
estimates the costs of adding three roundtrips on
Saturday and Sunday for the North and South routes
and adding two additional roundtrips every day for
the West line (which would require additional buses).
Roundtrip service could also be added between
Denver and Greeley. New buses would need to be

added to the Bustang fleet to accommodate this new
service. If two daily roundtrips were added this would
require at least two new buses, plus a backup, which
would cost approximately $1.8 million total ($600,000
per bus). The operating costs would be approximately
$800,000 for a two daily roundtrips.
The total new capital costs to expand Bustang
service would be $3 million and the total new
annual operating costs would be $3.3 million.

TABLE 10 – Expanding Current Bustang Service

Cost to add
an additional
roundtrip

Number of Additional Total Annual
Weekly Roundtrips
Operating Cost

Capital Cost for
Additional Buses

Denver to Pueblo

$1,012

6

$315,588

-

Denver to Fort Collins

$553

6

$172,380

-

Denver to Grand
Junction

$2,066

14

$1,504,048

$1.2 million

2

$800,000

$1.8 million

Denver to Greeley

Buses to Serve Recreational Demand on
the I-70 Corridor: $25.6 million per year
The estimated capital cost for this system is
approximately $100 million in 2000 dollars
and breaks down as follows:131
• $40.6 million to purchase 116 buses
($350,000 each)
• $25 million to build transit centers
• $36 million in additional capital costs
As part of the Preferred Environmental Impact
Statement (PEIS) for the I-70 corridor, CDOT
modeled the impact of providing bus service mixed
into the I-70 general purpose lanes. The analysis
found that a bus traveling in mixed traffic (the
Minimal Action scenario) would have a transit
mode share of around four to five percent for winter
weekends, which translates to an estimated 600
passengers per hour during peak periods or a little
over 200 fewer cars per hour (See Appendix D for
more information). At certain locations (at the Twin
Tunnels for example) the percentage of transit users
could increase to around nine to ten percent.132
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Weekday transit mode share in the Minimal Action
scenario would be around two percent with an
overall share of 3.3 percent for the entire corridor.
This analysis was done prior to the opening of the
I-70 Mountain Express Lane. This lane does not
currently allow buses but if it did, it would give buses
a travel time advantage over non-toll paying vehicles
and thus increase ridership.
The system CDOT modeled (without the potential
of buses using the new express lane) involved five
different lines, all originating in Denver and running
to the major ski and resort areas of Winter Park,
Keystone, Silverthorne, Frisco, Breckenridge, Copper
Mountain and Vail. During winter weekends, each
line would have 20-minute headways resulting in 15
buses leaving each hour from RTD’s W Rail station
near Golden.133
The system also has an estimated annual operating
cost of $14.8 million. All of these numbers come
from an analysis done in 2000. To make them
more comparable to the other numbers cited more
recently, we should inflate them to 2013 dollars,
bringing the capital costs to approximately $135
million and the annual operating costs to $20.2
million. Based on the ridership numbers from the

I-70 Mountain Express Lanes
Access to the mountains from the Front
Range is a key factor in Colorado’s quality
of life, and congestion on I-70 is cited by
major employers as a negative factor in
locating new jobs in Colorado. Existing
levels of congestion on the corridor during
peak periods are already high and are
expected to worsen significantly in future
years as Colorado’s population grows.
The solutions proposed in the I-70
Mountain Corridor Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement such as
an Advanced Guideway System (AGS)
for transit or expansion of the interstate
to three lanes of cars and trucks in
each direction will take many years to
complete. One relatively low cost solution
that could be implemented much faster
than highway expansion or an AGS would
be to provide high-quality bus service in
the corridor.
Given the critical role transit can play in
this corridor, bus service impact could
be maximized by expanding the I-70
Mountain Express Lanes (Peak Period
Toll Lanes) and allowing bus use similar
to U.S. 36’s bus-oriented managed lanes.
Currently, the tolled Mountain Express
Lane (using the shoulder) covers 13 miles
of the eastbound lane between Empire
and the Twin Tunnels near Idaho Springs
and operates during a limited number of
days each year. If the Express Lane was
safely extended to cover a larger section
of the corridor and also developed on
the Westbound lane, without negatively
impacting the surrounding communities,
this would provide the potential for
buses to make a relatively congestion
free trip along significant sections of the
corridor.130

2000 study, this could transport 2.1 million people to
and from the ski resorts and mountain towns.
If CDOT allowed these buses free access to the
current and any future I-70 Express Lanes, transit
would have an important travel time advantage for
at least a portion of the corridor, increasing the value
and usage of the service.

Additional InterCity Rural Service—Bus:
$43.2 million annually
As Colorado invests in statewide transit to connect
major population centers and major recreational
areas, it should not ignore the need to connect more
rural regions. Too many rural parts of Colorado lack
regional transit options that carry them to government
services, medical appointments, airports and transit
centers, and other amenities in more urban areas.
Figure 16 demonstrated that communities with
high relative need for transit services outside the
major metro areas are located along major highways
and with some notable exceptions, the existing bus
network currently provides at least some service for
almost all of these areas. More difficult to capture
are those parts of the state that require a 200+ mile
round-trip to reach a major medical, employment or
retail center. To make the trip in one day and have
4-5 hours at the destination requires bus service that
starts between 5 am and 6 am, and returns 12 or 14
hours later. Sufficient and well-timed service would
avoid the necessity of staying overnight, which adds
cost and hardship to the trip. Areas where modest
improvements could yield significant benefit are:

•

Lamar to Pueblo - regional route with same day
service

•

Trinidad/Walsenburg to Denver: regional
services providing either same-day or a one-night
stayover

•
•

Greeley to Denver: service for towns on U.S. 85
U.S. 40 Corridor to Denver: allows same-day
service for those residents living fairly close in
(such as Kremmling) and a one-night stay for
those living at greater distances

The first three corridors have relatively high levels
of service for single passengers, including Medicaid
Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT),
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Veterans transportation, and general-purpose trips
that are presently met by a mix of volunteer driver
programs, county-based services, friends and family,
and private providers. Because these single-passenger
services are expensive, it may be possible to provide
comprehensive services (open to all riders instead
of each vehicle carrying only a single type of client)

with little additional cost.
The regional routes provided by local entities have
annual operating expenses of $14 million and carry
over 2.6 million annual riders. The average corridor
length is just over 31 miles. The average cost per
passenger is $6.42.

TABLE 11 - Forecasted Demand and Costs for Regional Trips in Colorado
2014

Total Population (000)

Pct of Population
18-34 year olds134

Cost per Trip

Regional Trips (000)

Estimated Total
Regional Cost (000)

5,050

24%

$6.42

2,618

$16,809

Total Population

Pct of Population
18-34 year olds1

Cost per Trip

Regional Trips (000)

Estimated Total
Regional Cost (000)

7,925

21.60%

$10.53

4,109

$43,268

2040

Based on population estimates and inflation rates,
we calculate that the number of regional trips will
increase to 4.5 million by 2050. This is calculated
using the growth in Colorado’s population as a whole
and the slight decline in the percent of population by
18-34 year olds – the demographic most prevalent in
regional and intercity trips. Estimated total cost rises
to $43 million by 2040, based on a 2 percent inflation
rate per year.

Demand Response Service in Rural
Colorado—Bus: $29.8 million annually
Demand Response Service accounted for about 5%
of the total trips offered in rural Colorado in 2014.
This figure is significantly lower in some areas of
the state like the mountain communities since fewer
people requiring specialized transit tend to live

FIGURE 18 –Passenger Trips by Mode – Rural Colorado 2007-2014. Source: National Transit Database,135
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in those areas. However, the Eastern Plain and
Western Slope communities experience a higher
than average percentage of trips dedicated to
Demand Response Services. With the current data,
we cannot distinguish between the very different
profiles of mountain rural and non-resort rural
communities.
The Colorado State Demography Office estimates
that by 2040, the percentage of Coloradans over
the age of 75 will increase significantly.136 In rural
communities, the percentage will increase from 6
percent in 2010 to 11 percent; urban areas will see
an increase from the current 5 percent to 10 percent.
These figures are regional averages – some counties
will see much higher percentages, especially in rural

counties that do not enjoy significant in-migration by
younger age groups.
We estimated that the percentage of transit services
required by the 75+ age group will increase disproportionately to the demand for transit services
overall. If transit demand increases at the same rate
that the population as a whole is expected to increase,
the demand for specialized services will increase at a
greater rate, given the aging population is more likely
to utilize specialized services.
These calculations do not take into account the
likelihood that the demand may increase at a faster
rate as younger riders take advantage of greater
service levels and convenience in urban areas.

TABLE 12 – Demand Response Service Trips 2014 versus 2040
2014

Total Population Percent of Ppln Cost per Demand Demand
(000)
75+
Response Trip
Response Trips
(000)

Total Demand
Response Cost
($000)

Rural

911

5.8%

$17.31

686

11,883

Non Denver Urban

1,341

4.4%

$26.84

369

$9,915

Denver Region

2,798

4.8%

$37.85

1,270

48,087

Statewide

5,050

5.01%

$27.33

2,326

69,885

2040

Total Population Percent of Ppln Cost per Demand Demand
(000)
75+
Response Trip
Response Trips
(000)

Total Demand
Response Cost
($000)

Rural

1,394

11.4%

$28.40

1,051

$29,859

Non Denver Urban

2,260

9.6%

$44.03

622

$27,398

Denver Region

4,271

10.1%

$62.10

1,939

$120,433

Statewide

7,925

10.4%

$44.84

3,613

$177,690

Based on current Demand Response Service trips,
the percentage of the population over 75 (the
age at which people typically require additional
transportation options), and the current cost per trip,
we estimated the demand for and cost of demand
response trips in 2040. Population estimates indicate
that the percentage of the population that is over
75 will double for all regions of the state, thereby
effectively doubling the demand for specialized

transit services. Cost per trip was inflated at 2 percent
per year.
The national average for rural demand response
trips is $17.31.137 This is likely low for Colorado,
where rural agencies typically have longer trip
distances and/or harsher environmental conditions
that increase both capital and operating costs.
Nonetheless, using this figure we estimate that of the
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total transit expenditures in rural Colorado in 2014
– some $87 million – more than 14 percent or $12
million was spent on these types of trips.

• $2.8 billion ($112 million annually) for a
commuter rail service between Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo.138

However, these figures only cover the most basic
of necessary trips – medical appointments, picking
up prescriptions. In Jefferson County, the Seniors
Resource Center found that when seniors were
offered the option to use transit for non-medical
trips (such as trips to the hair-dresser, shopping for
more than just groceries, and trips to volunteer
opportunities) the organization saw an increase in
demand between 25 percent and 30 percent. A 20
percent increase in the figures cited would go a long
way toward providing transit service that goes beyond
necessary trips – service that would contribute
significantly to the quality of life for those who do not
participate in the transportation system via privatelyowned cars.

The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for
the North I-25 corridor between Denver and Fort
Collins, looked at the possibility of setting up
commuter rail from Fort Collins that connected to
Denver’s FasTracks system. Specifically they studied
service from Fort Collins to Denver via Longmont
connecting to RTD’s North Metro Rail line (no
transfer necessary). The estimated cost for commuter
rail was $1.2 billion.139

Regional and Statewide Transit—
Rail and Bus Rapid Transit
Commuter Rail along I-25:

The North I-25 EIS also looked at the cost of bus
rapid transit options between Fort Collins and
Denver. The cost for BRT was $126 million, ($5
million annually) and the service would have an
annual operating cost of $12 million annually,
though this does not include the cost of building
new express lanes for the bus to operate along
with toll paying and high occupancy vehicles. The
express lanes are estimated to cost $1.56 billion in
2009 dollars.
Over 25 years, that would be $17 million per
year to offer BRT service in express lanes
along I-25 between Fort Collins and Denver.

• $1.2 billion ($48 million annually) to build
a commuter rail service along I-25 from
Denver to Fort Collins.
• A lower cost alternative, if express lanes
are added to North I-25, is the addition
of BRT service in these lanes, at a capital
cost of $126 million ($5 million annually)
and an annual operating cost of $12
million.

No similar study exists for the southern portion of
I-25, however a rough estimate of the cost of similar
commuter rail between Denver and Pueblo would be
$25 million per mile. With a distance of 115 miles
between the two cities, this gives a total cost of $2.8
billion for a southern commuter rail line.

TABLE 13 – Comparing Bus and Commuter Rail Service along 1-25140

Capital
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MPPSL Expansion

O&M costs

Ridership

North I-25 BRT

$126 million (without highway expenses)

$12 million

2.3 million

North I-25 Commuter Rail

$1.2 billion

$40 million

2.2 million

-

High speed rail along I-25 and I-70
• Capital cost of approximately $21-30 billion
— $1.1-1.9 billion per year over 25 years
(including bonding costs)
• Operating cost estimates range from
$144-$450 million, but farebox revenue is
projected to cover this cost, and generate
excess revenue of $20-300 million per year
that could help pay bond costs
While inter-regional commuter rail is one option
for a statewide rail network, another option is high
speed rail. Key differences between the two are cost,
travel distance, speed and the tracks. High speed rail
runs much faster, reaching speeds of over 300 mph,
partly because it has its own dedicated tracks and
rolling stock, and therefore can provide convenient
connections over longer distances. Commuter rail
is slower than high speed rail but still attains speeds
that make it a faster alternative to driving over
shorter distances, often between city centers and
suburban communities from which people commute.
Commuter rail can also cost much less because it can
utilize pre-existing tracks and rail systems.

Two recent studies have examined the potential
for high speed rail service along the I-25 and I-70
corridors in Colorado. In 2010, the Rocky Mountain
Rail Authority’s study estimated it would cost $21.2
billion in capital costs for both corridors. Total
annual ridership was estimated at 34.5 million, a
mode share of 16% for inter-urban trips. In 2014,
CDOT published the Interregional Connectivity
Study (ICS) and the Advanced Guideway Study
(AGS). The ICS, which incorporated the work of
the AGS, identified a high speed rail option for both
corridors with capital costs of $30.1 billion and
annual ridership of 18.3 million.
In order to raise the capital cost necessary to build
out the high speed rail system, bonding would likely
be necessary. With a bond rate of four percent and a
term of 25 years, it is estimated that it would require
annual payments of $1.9 billion to pay off $30.1
billion and annual payments of $1.3 billion to pay
off $21.2 billion.
We do not include high speed rail in recommendations for immediate investments but instead show
it as a potential additional investment that the state
could make if funding were available.

TABLE 14 – High Speed Rail Costs and Ridership Estimates

I-70 (Eagle to I-25 (Pueblo
DIA) Capital
to Fort
Cost
Collins)
Capital Cost
Rocky Mountain
Rail Authority

$13.8
billion141

Inter Connectivity $13.5
Study (LPA Base billion147
Option)*

Annual O&M
Costs

Annual
Revenue
(2035)

Estimated
Annual
Transit Mode Ridership
Share
(2035)

$7.4 billion142

$450 million143

$754
million144

16%145

34.5
million146

$16.6 billion148

$144 million (I- $344
25); $63 million million150
(I-70)149

10%

18.3
million151

*Unless otherwise indicated the figures are for both corridors.
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FIGURE 19

Amtrak routes as of May 26, 2013 Photo credit: Wikimedia user Chumwa, CC BY-SA 2.5

The Southwest Chief and the Winter Park “Ski Train”
The National Railroad Passenger Corporation, also known as Amtrak, operates passenger
railroad service over medium and long distances across the United States including two
current routes through Colorado.
• California Zephyr from Chicago to the Bay Area with
stops in Denver and Glenwood Springs.
• Southwest Chief from Chicago to Los Angeles with
stops in Lamar, La Junta, and Trinidad.
Recently, Amtrak considered rerouting the Southwest Chief into Oklahoma and Texas,
bypassing Colorado, unless a segment of tracks were repaired. Working together, local, state,
and federal governments have secured the necessary funding to keep the Chief in Colorado for
the immediate future. There is a proposal to extend the route to include a stop in Pueblo and a
study of the potential costs of that extension will be completed this summer.
In addition to the two current routes, Amtrak also ran a train from Denver to Winter Park,
commonly referred to as “the ski train.” The train shared tracks with freight railroad but was
generally able to make the trip in 2 hours and 15 minutes, depositing people approximately
100 yards from the lifts at Winter Park. The last regular service was in 2009, though it
made a couple of special runs carrying 450 passengers for its 75th anniversary in 2015.152
Approximately $3 million is currently allocated to update the boarding platform and make track
safety improvements at which time Amtrak can consider continuing the service. Given that it is
possible this service could operate again without additional state investments, no costs were
included in this report’s recommendations.
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Current and Future Investments in
Colorado Transportation
In order to invest $1.05 billion annually to meet the needs of our transit, walking
and biking infrastructure and services across the state, Colorado must look at both
current and new funding sources.
Without any changes, well over $100 billion in
local, state and federal funds will be spent on
our transportation infrastructure and services in
Colorado over the next 25 years.153
The largest source of funding currently is
federal dollars, collected through a combination
of federal gas taxes and general fund revenue and
distributed to the state via the Colorado Department
of Transportation (CDOT), local Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs), and directly to local
communities or transit agencies.

While some of this money will continue to come from
the federal gas tax, if current trends continue federal
transportation dollars will increasingly be made up of
general tax revenue. Over the last decade, the share of
federal transportation dollars coming from general tax
revenue has increased to 42 percent, which means the
average American household pays $597 per year in
general taxes to cover transportation costs above and
beyond the federal gas tax, which hasn’t been raised
since 1993.154
Colorado currently receives approximately $550
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million per year in federal transportation funding
that is distributed to CDOT, transit agencies, and
local governments, and would be expected to receive
approximately $14 billion over 25 years, with a little
over half of this going directly to CDOT.155
A second major source of transportation
funding is local revenue. Some communities
have specific taxes, often approved by voters, which
support local transportation infrastructure and
services. A few communities use this money to fund
regional connections and some use their general tax
dollars to augment transportation specific dollars. We
do not have an estimate for how much of this money
is invested in transportation each year.
Every community in Colorado also receives a
share of the state gas tax revenues, the Highway
Users Tax Fund or HUTF, a portion of which can
be used to support any mode of travel. The local
share of the HUTF generates about $250 million
per year, or about $6.25 billion over 25 years. This
does not include the local tax revenues that go to
transportation.
Local and regional funds are the largest source of
funding for public transit in Colorado, providing over
75% of all transit funding in the state.156
The future of local transportation dollars is hard
to predict. While the HUTF portion of local
transportation dollars is projected to decrease as
vehicles become more fuel efficient or transition
from gasoline to electric and therefore pay less
in gas tax, many communities have approved or
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increased local investments.
The final major source of transportation
funding is state revenue that is collected by
CDOT from the state gas tax, tolls and vehicle
registration fees.157 Adding in some limited money
that comes from general state taxes, the total state
money is approximately $500 million per year,
or $13 billion over 25 years. Given that most of
this money comes from state gas taxes, without a
significant change in state transportation revenue,
state investments is expected to plateau or even to
decrease.
It is likely, given the broad consensus that exists on
the need for more transportation investments, that
transportation funding will be significantly increased
in the future.
Given the historical underinvestment in Colorado’s
transit, biking and walking that was covered this
report, we cannot take for granted that enough of
these transportation dollars will be used to realize
the multitude of benefits that come from significant
investments in a multimodal transportation system.
Therefore it is imperative that Colorado
fundamentally deepen the investment we
make in transit, walking and biking, whether
it is from current or increased transportation
dollars, so we can meet the demands and
challenges of the 21st century in Colorado
in a way that ensures a high quality of life,
access to jobs, safety, good health and a
strong economy.

Colorado’s Blue Ribbon Panel on Transportation
Back in 2008, the state commissioned a blue ribbon panel, known as the Colorado
Transportation Finance and Implementation Panel. The panel’s work was summarized in
a Report to the Public published in 2008.158 The panel graded Colorado’s transportation
infrastructure, grading existing urban and rural transit at C, and interregional transit at D. The
report concluded that state funding of $317 million per year was needed to bring inter-regional
transit up to a bare standard of C+; $72 million in annual state funds to match local investment
in rural and urban transit to bring these up from a C to a B, in addition to $632 million per year
to multimodal corridor projects that combine highway improvements with transit.
In the report’s recommendation for $1.5 billion in additional transportation funding, $10
million was allocated for bicycle and pedestrian funding. While this information is older and
is not included in our calculations of the needs of transit, biking and walking in the state, it
is important to include to demonstrate that such a broad representative panel came to the
conclusion that the level of state funding for transit, walking, and biking was far below the level
needed. The 32-member panel included representatives from all across the state, including
private-sector members, elected officials, and transportation experts.
The Co-Chairs:

Steve Johnson – State Senator

• Douglas Aden – Chairman of the Colorado
Transportation Commission and a resident of
Grand Junction

Joe Kiely – Town of Limon

• Cary Kennedy – State Treasurer
• Bob Tointon – President, Phelps-Tointon, Inc.
Members:
Ray Baker – Colorado Commission
on Higher Education

Carl Maxey – Maxey Company
Mark Mehalko - Move Colorado
Tony Milo – Colorado Contractors Association
Dale Mingilton – President First Bank
Kevin O’Malley – Clear Creek County
Commissioner
Michael Penny – Frisco Town Manager

Charles Bedford – The Nature Conservancy

Joe Rice – State Representative

Joe Blake – Denver Metro Chamber of
Commerce

Vince Rogalski – Club 20

Mike Cheroutes – Hogan & Hartson

Paul Smith – Smith Railway Consulting

Ken Conyers – Action 22
Bill Elfenbein – Regional Transportation
District Board
Cas Garcia – Attorney

Cathy Shull – Progressive 15
Vivian Stovall – citizen; elderly and
disabled perspective
Dan Stuart – Alpern Myers, Stuart,
Scheuerman & Hickey

Russell George – Executive Director CDOT,
(ex officio member)

Stephanie Takis – State Senator

Neal Hall – Colorado Building & Construction
Trades Council

Will Toor – Boulder County Commissioner

James Hume – citizen; agriculture perspective
Mick Ireland – Intermountain Transportation
Planning Region

Ed Tauer – Mayor of Aurora
Glenn Vaad – State Representative
Melanie Worley – Douglas County
Commissioner
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Light-rail station at Union Station in Denver.

Recommendations for Moving Our
Transportation System Forward
To meet the needs of transit, walking and biking in Colorado over the next 25 years,
policymakers will need to make sure that planning adequately includes the full
range of transportation modes, not just car-based travel; make existing funding
sources more effective and more flexible; and will need to identify new sources of
transportation funding.
We offer six recommendations that would help to achieve these changes.
Ensure that existing state transportation
funding is flexible, and can be used to
address the particular transportation
needs of a corridor, rather than being
arbitrarily limited to only one mode of
transportation. Currently, state law restricts the
Colorado Department of Transportation’s use of
the vast majority of state transportation funding to
highway and road projects. Under existing law, the
use of state gas tax revenues and the vast majority
of vehicle registration fees are limited to highway
expenditures. The state gas tax generates about
$350 million per year for CDOT, and about $250
million per year for local governments.
Back in 2013 the legislature removed this restriction
from cities and counties through the passage of
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SB 13-048 because they recognized that cities and
counties should have the flexibility to examine their
own particular corridor or neighborhood’s needs
and spend transportation dollars on the modes that
best meet those needs instead of being arbitrarily
limited to road-only projects.
The same logic should apply to CDOT. On many
corridors, the highest priority improvements may
not be highway widening but adding sidewalks,
building bicycle facilities, or improving transit
service. CDOT should have the ability to invest
in these whether as stand-alone projects or in
concert with a highway project. This would bring
Colorado in line with many states that allow
much greater flexibility in the use of state gas tax
revenues.

Require that toll revenues be used to
support transit service in the same
corridor. Increasingly, the state has turned to toll
lanes as both a way to finance highway expansion
and a way to manage congestion by charging a
higher toll during congested periods. In order to
make sure that these projects serve Coloradans
of all income levels and support Colorado’s
multimodal needs, the state should require that
a portion of toll revenues be invested in public
transit in these corridors.
Demographic analysis of drivers who pay tolls and
of transit users shows that regular toll users are
overwhelmingly upper-income, while transit riders
are much more diverse, including both low and
high-income travelers.159 Including funding in toll
projects for express bus or bus rapid transit service
would make the projects more equitable and would
make them more effective transportation projects,
carrying more people within the constraints of the
current infrastructure.
The state and every regional planning
partner should conduct the same level of
analysis to identify funding gaps for transit,
bicycle, and pedestrian infrastructure as
they do for roads and highways. The state
and the regional planning organizations currently
develop detailed projections of funding needs for
both maintenance and expansion of highways.
These plans don’t just show what can be done
with existing funding, but identify funding gaps.
However, it is unusual to see the same level of
planning for other modes.
At the state level, the state transportation plan
includes little information on funding needs for
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. It does provide
some information on needs for transit funding.
At the regional level, the Denver Regional
Council of Governments and the Intermountain
Transportation Planning Region appear to have
the most well developed assessment of the funding
and bicycle, pedestrian and transit infrastructure
needs within their regional plans. If these modes

are not fully incorporated into the planning process,
informed decisions cannot be made regarding
transportation funding priorities. The state and
its planning partners should ensure that transit,
walking and biking modes are incorporated into the
next iteration of long-range transportation plans.
New state funding sources for transportation
should be designed to provide Coloradans
with options to meet the broad multimodal
transportation needs of our residents. While
the state is not solely responsible for transportation
investment – local and federal funding play a big
role – it is a crucial partner for implementing good
public transit, bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure,
in addition to highways.
In the last two years, there have been multiple
pieces of legislation introduced and ballot issues
proposed to increase transportation funding. In
2016, the two proposals to increase state funding
that received the most attention were a proposal
to issue $3.5 billion in bonds and another to
raise the state sales tax by $670 million per year.
Unfortunately, neither of these proposals provided
significant funding for transit, walking or biking.
This type of highway-oriented funding will not
adequately address the diverse transportation needs
of Colorado. As this report demonstrates, there
is a large gap between current funding levels and
the needed investment in Colorado’s pedestrian,
bicycle and transit infrastructure and services. Any
new transportation funding, whether implemented
through legislation or by ballot, should include
meaningful funding for these modes.
One way to ensure future funding is meeting the
demands of Coloradans is to include a broad range
of stakeholders and residents of Colorado in the
processes used to develop future funding options.
Polls and surveys are demonstrating this is what
Coloradans want so decision makers need to find
ways to have Coloradans raise their voices and then
listen to them.
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Colorado’s Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPOs) should use the
funding that comes to them to support
the broad range of multimodal needs.
MPOs such as the Denver Regional Council of
Governments (DRCOG), the Pikes Peak Council
of Governments and the North Front Range MPO
are the lead agencies for prioritizing how federal
transportation funds get invested in their areas.
Many of these federal funding streams are
flexible dollars that can be used for all modes of
transportation. While some MPOs have used this
flexibility, others spend the vast majority of flexible
funds on highway projects. MPOs should fund the
wide range of multimodal investments needed to
serve their regions. In addition, CDOT should use
the flexible federal funds that it does have to fund
multimodal needs.

Cities and counties should adequately fund
sidewalks, safe crossings, and local bicycle
infrastructure, in addition to partnering
with transit agencies to provide adequate
transit to their residents. There are enormous
variations across the state in the extent to
which local governments invest in multimodal
transportation. Some spend the vast majority of
their funding on roadway projects. Others have
developed priorities where pedestrian, bicycle and
transit modes are the highest priorities for new
projects, although even here most dollars get spent
on maintaining existing roads. Many cities do not
even take responsibility for funding or maintaining
sidewalks, leaving property owners on the hook.
Local street designs often emphasize car flow,
leaving pedestrians and bicycle riders by the side of
the road.
Local funds, generally generated from sales taxes,
property taxes and fees on development, are an
important source of transportation dollars in
Colorado and local governments need to ensure
that this funding as well as their design and
planning offices see walking, biking, and transit on
a level playing field as car and truck traffic.
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Methodology
Appendix A – Walking Methodology
For the purpose of this study, we defined urbanized areas as incorporated municipalities with a population of
5,000 or greater located within micropolitan or metropolitan core based statistical areas (CBSAs). A CBSA
is a U.S. geographic area defined by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) that centers on an urban
center of at least 10,000 people and adjacent areas that are socioeconomically tied to the urban center by
commuting. Since sidewalks are not always appropriate in smaller, more rural or isolated communities, or along
state highways crossing unincorporated county land where there is little pedestrian activity unless public transit
is present, the focus on towns and cities excluded these areas and provides us a conservative assessment of the
walking needs in Colorado.
Using CBSAs also excludes unincorporated areas that may be governed by a Homeowners Association. A
large, unique example of this is Highlands Ranch, the largest Homeowners Association in the nation. However,
since many Homeowners Associations exist in planned communities, like Highlands Ranch, they often have an
existing, extensive sidewalk network, decreasing the impact of this exclusion.

Costs Methodology
Estimating Sidewalk Needs - To calculate the number of new or replacement sidewalks needed across the
state of Colorado, we calculated the following metrics, at the census tract level:
• Roadway Mileage: Miles of roadway in the census tract.
• Sidewalk Coverage: Percent of road miles that have existing sidewalks.
• Sidewalk Gap: Percent of road miles without sidewalks.
• Replacement Needed: Percent of road miles that need sidewalk repair/replacement.
• Ideal Coverage: Percent of road miles that would have sidewalks in an ideal scenario. This considers that
some cities may not need 100% of roadways to have sidewalks.
Road Mileage
Roadway data was obtained through the Colorado Department of Transportation’s Online Transportation
Information System’s Data Catalog: Shapefiles used were local roads, major roads, and highways. These files
provide baseline data for roadway mileage across the entire state of Colorado. These files were clipped to
include only roads within urbanized areas as defined above, and filtered to exclude limited-access interstates.
More details on roadway mileage calculations are available.
Because full sidewalk infrastructure would require sidewalks on two sides of every street, roadway mileage was
doubled. This figure represents the maximum potential sidewalk mileage in urbanized areas across the state.
Sidewalk Coverage
There is very limited data on sidewalk needs: Public works officials in local municipalities lack reliable
inventories of existing sidewalks, even in those cities with active repair programs.
Through its Regional Data Catalog, the Denver Regional Council of Governments (DRCOG) has recently
released sidewalk data obtained through the Denver Regional Aerial Photography Project. Sidewalk centerline
shapefiles provide the locations of sidewalks in the Denver metro area. DRCOG released data in phases as
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it became available; this project utilized data from all seven project delivery areas available in March 2016.
This sidewalk mileage was calculated and compared to roadway mileage for each census tract studied that was
located within the available delivery areas. Analyzing the data for 425 census tracts across 23 Denver region
cities, average sidewalk coverage trends became apparent, based on the population density of the census tract.
We utilized this data to estimate current sidewalk coverage in urbanized areas across the state. The sidewalk
coverage percentages assigned to census tracts based on population density are below:
Population Density
(persons per square mile)

Sidewalk Coverage Assigned
(% of road miles)

0 to 1,000

55%

1,001 < 4,000

80%

4,001 < 7,000

90%

7,001 or greater

93%

These sidewalk coverage percentages were used to calculate the existing sidewalk infrastructure, at the census
tract level.
Existing sidewalk mileage = roadway mileage x 2 x sidewalk coverage %.
Sidewalk Gap
Missing Sidewalk mileage = roadway mileage x 2 x (100% - sidewalk coverage).
Sidewalks Needing Replacement           
Sidewalk Lifespan and Maintenance
Based on expert interviews, we assumed the average lifespan of a concrete sidewalk is 50 years. This means
that 2% of sidewalk mileage needs to be repaired or replaced every year, if cities are regularly performing
maintenance. Because most cities in Colorado do not have a city-run program to repair and replace sidewalks,
with many cities assigning the maintenance responsibility to the property owner, sidewalks are frequently
neglected and maintenance does not occur. We estimated that 50% of necessary maintenance has occurred
since initial sidewalk installation, across the state.
To approximate the age of sidewalks, we used housing data, under the assumption that the sidewalk was built
when the housing around it was built. We used the median year built of housing in census tracts, using five
year averages from 2009-2014 American Community Survey results. Sidewalk age was assigned to each road
segment, based on the census tract it is located in.
Sidewalk age = median housing year built subtracted from 2016.
Percent of existing sidewalks needing repairs = Sidewalk Age * 2% * 50%.
Based on expert interviews, we assumed a high level of sidewalk coverage is ideal for urbanized areas across
the state. Specifically, we assumed an ideal of 100% coverage for municipalities with populations of 50,000 or
more, and 95% for smaller municipalities.
Ongoing Maintenance - Once the full sidewalk network is built out, the total statewide inventory of
sidewalks would be 28,400 miles. Assuming an average lifespan of 50 years, 2% of this network would need to
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be repaired or replaced each year, at an annual cost of $109,726,000 for maintenance of the sidewalk network.
Limitations - The major limitation of this study is the lack of comprehensive data on the existence, age,
and condition of sidewalks throughout the state. By extrapolating from existing data available for the Denver
metro area, and by using proxy measures such as age of housing stock and population density, we were able to
generate an overall estimated need for urbanized areas across the state, while acknowledging that the need may
vary greatly from one community to the next.
Our estimate focused specifically on urbanized areas, based on a general consensus among the experts we
interviewed that a high level of sidewalk coverage in these areas is ideal. Communities outside of these areas
are much more diverse in terms of the ideal sidewalk coverage. In some non-urbanized areas, sidewalks may
not be appropriate due to topography or the rural nature of the community. Other communities, however,
expressed a strong desire for a more comprehensive sidewalk network. Therefore our estimate based solely on
urbanized areas is likely conservative.
Our estimate is also conservative because it does not include major additional costs that may arise when
installing basic sidewalks, such as right-of-way acquisition and drainage improvements. Minor repairs needed
before the end of the projected sidewalk lifecycle were not included in these estimates, either.
Finally, as mentioned above, our estimate of pedestrian infrastructure needs is conservative in that it focused
exclusively on sidewalks, and did not include other infrastructure such as enhanced pedestrian crossing
treatments, pedestrian signals, and pedestrian bridges. Therefore, it should be assumed that communities will
need to dedicate additional funds to pay for these kinds of upgrades.

Appendix B - Transit Levels of Investment
We will rank urban transit systems based on per capita investment. For the urbanized areas, we will focus on
what levels of funding would be required to generate higher levels of ridership. There are multiple measures
of transit level of service.160 A leading indicator of good service is high ridership. When we look at the data on
annual per capita ridership and annual per capita investment, the two track quite closely.
We looked at transit systems across the country. There is a very top tier of systems in large, dense cities such
as New York and San Francisco that have much higher levels of ridership, which we excluded because of
the unique opportunities related to their size, geography and population density. There is a pretty strong
correlation between per capita investment and per capita ridership. Therefore, we set a HIGH level of
investment based on the level in communities with the highest per capita ridership among the small and midsized cities that are more analogous to Colorado’s urbanized areas. Portland, OR and Seattle, WA both have
per capita ridership of about 60 trips/year, which we set as a HIGH level, while setting Denver’s current level
of about 40 trips/year as a MEDIUM level, 20 trips/year as LOW, and 10 trips/year or less as VERY LOW.
Our study analyzes how much funding would be required to bring Colorado’s urbanized areas up to the LOW,
MEDIUM and HIGH levels, in addition to looking at the needs for inter-regional travel that are not captured
by these urbanized area measures.
For RTD, Pueblo and Fort Collins transit, we primarily used the plans that were developed by the transit
agencies, which include significant service increases that are high enough to bring the community to an
overall higher level of service. For RTD, we added in a proposal to dramatically increase ridership through
a community wide transit pass program. For Colorado Springs and the remaining Northern Colorado
metropolitan areas, the existing plans were relatively constrained. For these communities we used broad
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estimates based upon an assumed per capita level of funding required to bring the community to a higher transit
investment level. The way that we did this calculation was by looking at the per capita expenditures in the communities
in Colorado that are achieving higher transit levels of investment, and then used this as an estimate of the level of
funding required to achieve the same level of investment in these communities. This is clearly a rough estimate, but
nonetheless gives some insight into the level of funding needed in order to develop robust transit service in these
communities.

Appendix C – Elasticity of RTD service
What would happen if the region created a region-wide transit pass program, allowing everyone fare-free access to bus
and rail service just by showing ID?
In order to answer this we need to estimate the elasticity of demand – that is, how much does the number of transit
trips go up when the fare goes down by 1%? Based on national data, a reasonable estimate is 0.35%.161
For a large price change, the appropriate method for estimating demand is the midpoint arc elasticity formula162; for a
final price of zero, as in an EcoPass program,
Fd=(1-ε) Fi1+ ε
Here Fd is the final ridership demand, Fi is the initial ridership demand, and ε is the elasticity of demand.
For an elasticity of -.35, this gives Fd=2.08Fi
Therefore it is reasonable to estimate that a communitywide EcoPass program would approximately double transit
ridership.
During peak periods, elasticity of demand is lower, because work trips are less responsive to fare changes163. In other
words, a person who needs to get to work, is more likely to take the bus whatever the fare is. Thus, peak demand
would not go up as rapidly as total ridership, so much of the effect will be to fill up empty seats on existing routes. Note
that this is a rough estimate. The Nederland community pass led to a 45% increase in transit use; the University of
Colorado pass program led to a 200% increase.
The costs of a community-wide program would be primarily the foregone fare revenue. Currently, RTD’s total fare
revenue is budgeted at approximately $160 million/year.
Without a detailed route-by-route analysis of the likely ridership increases during peak and off-peak periods, it is
difficult to estimate the level of new service that would be required or the associated costs. We can get some insight by
looking at a community EcoPass feasibility study conducted by Charlier and Associates and Nelson Nygaard for the
City of Boulder and Boulder County.164 In this analysis, the conclusion was that for a county-wide EcoPass the costs
for additional service would be about 17% of the costs of lost revenue. If we apply that same percentage here, the
additional annual service costs would be $27 million.
Thus, the total annual cost would be roughly $187 million.
RTD currently has about 100 million trips per year, so we would anticipate around 100 million new trips. Since the
total cost is $187 million, the cost per new trip would be only about $1.87 – much lower than the cost per new trip from
system expansion. Note that adding 100 million trips per year would bring the metro area to approximately 75 trips per
capita, well into the range of level A service.
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There are two huge benefits of this approach: vastly improved access for low income residents, and much better use of
existing transit service, by filling empty seats.
Total cost: $187 million/year ($160 million to replace farebox, $27 million for added service)

Appendix D – Cars Displaced on I-70 by transit
In 2035, Average Daily Traffic on a Winter Weekend is forecast to be 71,850 Eastbound and 78,350 Westbound for the
segment of I-70 between Beaver Brook and C-470.165 With average vehicle occupancy of 2.7 people per car this comes
to 193,995 and 211,545 person trips a day. If transit makes up an estimated 4 percent of total trips,166 this would come
to 7,759 and 8,461 transit trips on a winter weekend. Using some hourly traffic distribution data from the RMRA study
(Chapter 6) we estimated that peak vehicle traffic (volumes over 3,000 vehicles/hour) makes up 57% of total Eastbound
volume and 62% of total Westbound volume and assumed that transit service would mirror peak vehicle times. Then
the total number of peak hours in each direction (again when volumes were over 3,000) was factored in to determine
how many of the transit trips would be taken during peak hours. Total Transit Trips * % of Trips During Peak Hours /
Number of Peak Hours = Transit Trips During Peak Hours. Then the total number of transit trips during peak hours
(632 Eastbound and 588 Westbound) was divided by 3 to determine how many peak hour vehicles would be displaced.
This is then finally compared to the number of vehicles forecast in 2035 during peak hour on this segment in the I-70
Preferred Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS).
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